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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Hong Kong is an important watch trade centre in the
world. The watch business here is both kaleidoscopic and
full of excitement. During 1971, 2,475,566 completed
watches were consumed in Hong Kong in 1970, the figure was
2,732213`).1 This figure is really astounding because Hong
Kong has a population of only 4,064, 400 at the end of 19'1.2
It was this phenomenon that prompted the writer to investi-
gate this business.
After some preliminary study, it was indeed amazing
to learn that at the end of 19'10, there were 600 retailers3
1See Appendix I for detailed trade statistical figures
released by the Hong Kong Government, Commerce and Industry
Department.
2Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong: 1971 (Hong Kong
Government, Printing Department, 1971), p.1.
3There is no authoritative figure that can be quoted
here, the sources from which the writer derived this figure
were (1) Yellow Pages, Hong Kong TeleDhone Directory, Jan.,
1972.
(2) Hong Kong Kowloon Watch and Clock Trade Workers
Union Annual, 1970, and
(3) Data released by the Swiss Watch Industry
Information Center, Hong Kong, personal interview.
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and 38 importers4 handling 83 brands of watches.5 The keen
competition among the brands is manifested in the many
colorful and sometimes ingenious advertising campaigns on
the local scene. This is indeed a trade full of glainours.
Watch consumers come not only from the local citizens, but
from all over the world. Since they are of different
nationalities, age groups, occupational groups, educational
levels and indeed all walks of life, it is essential, there-
fore to have a better understanding of the composition of
the consumers, their motivation, their information sources
and other characteristics, it was with this aim that the
writer did this study.
.research designs in marketing research may be
classified as (1) exploratory, (2) descriptive, and
(3)causal.6
4Data released by the Swiss Watch information Center,
Hong Kong, personal interview.
5There is again no authoritative figure to be quoted
here. The number was established by counting the number of
watches actively advertised during Jan.,1970--Dec.,1971.
Bulova Int. Ltd. had kindly given permission to quote this
figure. This amounted to 65. It was supplemented by the list
of Hong Kong Importers of Swiss Watches complied by the
Swiss Watch Industry Information Center in July,1971.
6Paul E. Green and Donald S. Tull Research for
Marketing Decisions (second edition, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,1970),p.73
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The research design used in this study was mainly of
the descriptive type. The data so collected were supplement-
ed by those collected in the preliminary study where the
research design might be classified as exploratory. The
causal research design was not used because the writer aimed
at the general characteristics of the consumers, not
specific causal relationships.
II. METHODOLOGY
Many methods were tried in the attempt to obtain
consumer data reflecting modifications made during the
course of data collection. A detailed description of the
method used will be given in Chapter IV. In the meantime,
a short description of the methodology adopted will be
presented here.
Besides the preliminary study, two samples of con-
sumers were taken for interview purposes. The first sample
was fifty respondents taken randomly from the telephone
directory and interviewed by telephone. The second sample
was composed of twenty interviews in the Kai Tak Airport
and twenty interviews in the Ocean Terminal respectively.
All the respondents were given identical questions except
for the introductory statements.
14
There were values for five types of variables
obtained in the interviewing process. They were exogenous
variables, input variables, perceptual disturbance, learning
process and output variables. The exogenous variables were
cross-classified with other variables and the others cross-
classified among themselves
From the cross-tabulation tables percentages were
calculated. Significant differences between the two samples
were observed and interpreted. Conventional marketing
suveys usually stop here. However, it is the aim of the
writer to illustrate how lare number of tables (relation-
ships) can be condensed into models.
This effort of condensation is interesting both as
theoretical study and a practical marketing research
technique. On the theoretical side, this is an attempt to
disentangle a large amount of research data collected from
structured interviews into empirical models where relation-
ships among the variables can be clearly seen. On the
practical side, such empirical models, once established will
give management a more complete picture of the situation
under study. More help will be given to management decision
makin than would be possible from the conventional
15
"countingame"7
III, SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Research on the Hong Kong watch business can be done
on four different levels. These are: manufactures' level,
agents' level (i.e. wholesalers' level), dealers' level
(i.e. retailers' level) and the consumers' level.
A good thesis study can be done in each level. There
is indeed no objective criteria for a researcher to choose
one in place of another. The same is also true for purposes
of model building. The reason for the writer choosing the
consumers' level as the area of study is purely personal.
Research requires a heavy investment of time and
money but the writer lacked both. Because of this, to
7It was said that
the absence of a useful, holistic theory of consumer
behavior has caused many market researchers to play
what Business Week has called the 'counting game'.
Quantitative summaries of 'what' consumers have done in
the past, however, rarely provide the decision maker
with the kind of 'why-consumers-behave' data needed for
consumer-oriented marketing strategy.
bee lviicnael H. halbert c Peter G. Durkson, The Need
for a Theory of Consumer Behavior, Explorations in Consumer
Behavior, Montrose S. Sommers and Jerone B. Kernan, editors
(BBR, the University of Texas at Austin, 1968), pp. 13-14.
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establish a model that is immediately useful to those
interested in the topic is clearly not possible. What the
writer tried to do was to illustrate the method of doing
such research on a small sample. For those who are interest-
ed in doing a similar study either in this field of business
or a different field of business, the method used in this
study presents an additional way, and a better way, of data
interpretation and presentation.
VI. SCHEME OF PRESENTATION
In this thesis, the material presented will be
divided into two parts. Theoretical work will be presented
in Chapter II III, while the empirical work will be
presented in Chapter IV, V VI.
Chapter II:.is a discussion on the meaning of a
Consumer Buyer Behavior Model. Chapter III deals with the
watch Trade in Hong Kong. Chapter IV is a description of
the methodology used to build a consumer buying behavior
model related to the watch industry in Hong Kong. Chapter V
gives the analysis of data. Finally, Chapter VI is the
conclusion of the study by presenting the models. Recommen-
dation for further research is also given.
CHAPTER 11
MODEL BUILDING AND CONSUMER BUYING BEHAVIOR
I.LODLL BUILDING AS A CONCEPT APPLIED TO MARKETING
A model is defined as the perception or diagramming
of a complex or a sysem".8 In simple language, it means
the representation of a complicated thing or a complicated
situation by a simplified analogue. The organization chart
is a model of the firm's formal authority structure. The
profit and loss statement is a model of the firm's revenue
and cost flowwis, 9 and the product life cycle is a model of
the market acceptance of a product at different stages of
market development
Models can be classified according to whether the
purpose of building a model is to describe a system or to
make a decision. A descriptive model purports to describe
8Eugene J. Kelley, Marketing, Strategy and Eunctions,
(Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., U.S.A.,1966),
p.55.
Ph.ilip Kotler Narketin Management: Analysis
Plannin and Control Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs
N.J., U.S.A., 1967) ,p.220.
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things as they are. It contains no value judgement about
the phenomena being depicted. Its only concern is to bare
the underlying operations of the system. A decision model
purports to probe how things should be. It is a formulation
developed for the purpose of evaluating the merits of
different actions, 10
Alternatively, model can be classified as quantitative
and verbal. A model is called quantitative when the variables
and their relationships are expressed in mathematical
language. Otherwise, the model is verbal. Included in the
latter category are the logical-flow diagram type of models.
The major types of models are illustrated in
figure 1.11
In this thesis, the model used as a theoretical basis
for understanding consumer behavior was a descriptive model
of the black box type which is a verbal model of the logical-
flow type.


























The verbal models were not broken downn by Kotler. However,
by consulting Kelley's book, Kelley, on. cit., p.50, the




most important elements and relationships in the phenomena
being studied. Models explicate the processes, allow their
experimental manipulation ,lead to new insights, and tend
to mature over time into useful explanatory and predictive
tools.
Model building in marketing is far from receiving
universal acceptance. It might be useful to clarify the
usefulness of the models in marketing here.12 Model-building
efforts are expected to lead to three benefits:
1. It helps to explicate otherwise obscure assumptions and
relationships in marketing.
2. As models mature through the accumulation of additional
evidence, they are of ten far superior to any lay analysis
of the same marketing problem.
3. The effort of model-building helps to clarify what is
1mown and what is' unknown. The unexpected things that
may be learned in the course of building a model may be
very valuable.
ii. HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Consumer buying behavior is a special type of buying
12 Ibid.
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behavior.13 Buying behavior is in turn a special type of
human behavior. Our study of consumer buying behavior will
start with the study of human behavior in general.
The mental process of a human being cannot be observed
directly. All that can be seen is a set of output variables
initiated by a set of input variables put through the mental
process. What really goes on inside the mind cannot be seen,
smelt or tasted. It is open to speculation. Only hypotheses
and inferences can be made on what can be observed. A
graphic model shown in Figure 2 will illustrate the point.
inference
anteceaents black box behavior
FIGURE 2
THE BASIC MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF HUMkN BEHAVIOF
13Buyer behavior may be classified as consumer buying
behavior, institutional buying behavior, wholesale buying
behavior, and industrial buying behavior. See J.A. Howard &
J.N. Sheth, The Theory of Buyer Behavior, (John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., N.Y., U.S.A., 1969), p-406.
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Antecedents are the inputs into the black box, and
behavior is the output, The individual's mental process
stands between the inputs and outputs. It is contained in
the black box because it cannot be observed directly, l4
The black box model is a good starting point for us
to consider the human being as a working system where inputs
are transformed into outputs through the operation of the
mental process. However, this model offers little help if
we want to understand the reasons why specific inputs pro-
duce specific outputs. It is possible to postulate what is
going on inside the black box before understanding the mental
process itself.
To understand what is going on inside the human mind,
attention may be drawn to the field of psychology. Since
what is going on inside the human mind cannot be directly
observed, many hypotheses were postulated. Through the years,
different schools of thoughts were established to help one to
see the mental process from different viewpoints.
14 James F. Engel, Consumer Behavior: Selected Readings,
(Richard Irwin Inc., Homewood, Illinois, U.S.A., 1968), p.3.
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III. COHSU1IER BUYING BEKKVIOR MODELS
It would be useful at this point to try to give a
definition of what is meant by consumer buying behavior.
Unfortunately, there is no accepted definition at the
present moment.15 Authors from different schools of thought
have different notions of consumer buying behavior. The
diversity in the definition, however, does not harper one
from understanding consumer buying behavior when one realizes
that different schools of thought are viewing the s acne
buying process with different postulated mental processes.
Indeed, it was said by Philip Kotler,
It turns out that the :black box' --the buyer's mind,
although complicated, is not so black after all. Light
is thrown in various corners by these models. Yet no
one has succeeded in putting all these pieces of truths
together into one coherent instrument for behavioral
analysis. 16 This, of course, is the goal of behavior
science.
In his book, Philip Kotler described five different
models of buying behavior. They represent a summary of
different schools of thought. Since there is no generalized
theory of consumer behavior, it may be helpful to describe
them here to see -what they have said about consumer behavior.
15Philip Kotler, Behavior Models for Analyzing
Buyers, Journal of Marketing, Vol. 29, Oct-,1965, P-37.
16Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis, Plan-
ning, and Control, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., U.S.A., 1966) p p.94.
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The five models presented by Philip Kotler we re the
Marshallian Economic Model, the Pavlovian Learning 1M111odel,
the Freudian Psychoanalytic Model, the Veblenian Social-
psychological Model and the Hobbesian Organization-factors
Model. Of these models, the last one concerns industrial
buying behavior and is not pertinent to this study so i t will
not be discussed here. It should be noted that the term
Marshalli an Economic Model does not imply that the economic
model of Alfred Marshall will be dealt, it only stands for
the Marshallian school of thought. The same implication
holds for the other models.
Economic Model of Bu T* n Behavior
Economic theory of buying behavior attributes that
purchasing decisions are the result' of largely ''rational''
and conscious economic calculations, The individual buyer
seeks to spend his income on those goods that will deliver
the most utility (satisfaction) according to his taste and
relative prices.17
This is an over-simplified model of buying behavior.
Admittedly, it is not very useful in explaining real buying
17
Ibid, p.82 for an excellent introduction of the
Marshallian Economic Iviodel,
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behavior. However, as was menti ned in the beginning of this
chapter, models mature through the accumulation of additional
evidence and they are often far superior to any 3-ay analysis
of the same marketing problem. The economic .model of buying
behavior can serve as a basic model upon which modifications
can help it to achieve maturity. Diagreumiatically, the




ECONOPlIC MODEL OF BUYING BEHAVIOR
Inside the black box, there are two components, viz.,
economic evaluation and decision. she model assumes that
when input variables' such as advertisements, price and
other market information enter into the mind of a consumer,
economic evaluation processes start. The end product will
be a decision whether to buy or not to buy. The outcome
will be the buying behavior.
Though the Economic Model is an over-simplified view
of what is inside the black box it is a useful model of
buying behavior because it suggests useful behavioral hy-
potheses that will stand empirical verification. Examples
26
are :
( 1 ) the lower the price of substituteproducts , the lower
the sales of a product ,
( 2 ) the lower the price of a product, the higher the sales ,
( 3 ) the lower the price of complementaryproducts , the
higher the sales of a , product,
( 4 ) the higher the real income the higher the salos of a
product , Drovidedthat it is not an " inferior " good , and
( 5 ) the higher the promotionalexpenditures, the higher
the sales . 18
Learnin Model of Buying Behavior
To account for the fact that man does not always buy
what seems the most economical , the hypothetical construct
inside the black box has to be modified or replaced .
Many model builders concern themselves with what is
inside the black box , but so for , the best developedis
Howard & Seth ' s Learning Model . This is an applicationof
the learning process initially developed by Ivan Pavlov .
The model is a complicatedone involving input variables ,
output variables , learning constructs , exogenous variables ,
causal relations and feedback relations . The model is shown
in Figure 4 .
18 Ibid , p . 84
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HOWARD & SHETH'S MODEL OF BUYER BEHAVIOR 19
19
J.A.Howard & J.N.Sheth, The Theory of Buyer Behavior, (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., N.Y. U.S.A.,
1969), p.54.
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Only the essentials of the model will be discussed
in this chapter. A detail discussion of the Howard u
teeth's Model will be left to Appendix lI
Figure 5 shows a simplified model of Howard
Sheth's Model of Buying Behavior.
Exogenous
Variables
Input Perceptual Learning Output





LEARNING MODEL OF BU trING BEHAVIOR
14arketing information stimulus is received through
the sensory organs. They are screened by elements in the
perceptual subsystem and the learning subsystem. However,
the screening process concerns only a small number of
variables inside the black box, When a stimulus passes the
screening process, most of the perceptual subsystem and
learning subsystem will be turned on producing outputs like
29
attention, brand comprehension, attitude, intention and pur-
chase. The buying behavior stops at the time the purchase
is made, but the mental process does not. The result of the
purchase throguh the experience of the consumer usage will
be feedback to the black box to be stored for future use.
The feedback process etends also to the other output
variables.
Exogenous variables are those outside the system of
hypothetical constructs.20 Some of them are culture, social
class, time-pressure and financial status. Typically they
are assumed to be constants during the period of observation
of the buyer. The functional value of an exogenous variable
is determined by That happened in the history of the buyer.
It is only through the learning process that man acquires
his distinctive character traits.
Inside the perceptual subsystem and the learning sub-
systems, we have many variables, like perceptual bias, atti-
tude, motives, and satisfaction. There are different rela-
tions connecting them as well as the input and output
variables. Some are direct causal relations while others
are feedback relations. The Howard-Sheth Model takes these




In short, the Howard-Sheth's Learning Model is one
that postulates the contents within the black box in order
to understand buyer behavior. It is just one of the many
models postulated by various authors, but it is more com-
prehensive than the others. Francesco M. Nichosia, Alan R.
Andreasen, James F. Engel, Paul F. Lazarsfield and George
C. Katona are some of the renowned authorities within the
field of buyer/consumer behavior. Due to the complexity of
their models, they will not be elaborated 'here.
Freudian Psychoanalytic Model
The other two models of consumer buying behavior
presented by P. Kotler, viz., the Freudian Psychoanalytic
Model and the Vablenian Social-Psychological Model will be
the object of discussion in the following two sections.
According to Sigmund Freud, a man's psychological
makeup is very complex. P. Kotler described,
A part of his psyche, the id, is the reservoir of his
strong drives and urges. Another part, the ego, becomes
conscious planning center for finding outlets of his
drives and a third part, his superego, channels his
instinctual drives into socially ap proved outlets to
avoid the pain of guilt or shame. 21
21Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis,
Planning, and Control, (Prentice-Hall inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N,J., U.S.A., 1966), p.94.
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The usefulness of the Freudian Psychoanalytic Model_
lies in the understanding that there are many motives in the
psychological makeup of a human being. Indeed, not all of
them are rational/economic, refuting the Marshallian hypo-
thesis that man is motivated by economic factors alone. This
understanding has led to much motivation researches.22
The understanding of the existence of motives inside
the human mind is also noted in the lloward - sheth Model of
buyer behavior though to a lesser extent than that of the
motivation researchers
Veblenian Social--Psychological Model
Philip Kotler said that Thorstein Veblen. sae
man primarily a social animal, conforming to the
general forms and norms of his larger culture and to the
more specific standards of the subcultures and face-to-
face groupings to which his life is bound, His wants
and behavior are largely molded by hiS present. group
memberships and the group memberships to which he
aspires.23
The usefulness of Veblenian social Psticihologi cal
model lies in arousing the awareness of marketers to the




`These are essentially the exogenous variables that outlined
in the Howard- She th° s Model of Biuv er Behavior. Hence the
subject would not be dwelt on any furtrer.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter began with a definition of what is a
modems which is indeed nothing more than the d agram of a
system.
The one elaborated most on is the Howard-Sheth' s
Model of Buyer Behavior and this will he the general
conceD tual model used by the writer to understand consumer
buying behavior,
Buying behavior is divided into those concerning
consumers, industrial buyers, wholesale buyers and institu-
tional buyers. In this study, the consumer was chosen for
study. Hence the title of the thesis is The Development
of Consumer Behavior Models for Watches in Hong Kong. 11
Having explained the words Consumer Behavior model" 1
in this chapter, Watch Buying in Hones Gaon will be discussed
in the next chapter,
CHAPTER III
WATCH BUSINESS IN HONG KONG
I. BRANDS AND PRICES OF WATCHES SOLD IN H0YG KONG
Hong Kong is a major market in world watch trade.
The customers consist not only of local people but also
people coming from other countries in the region, e.g. Japan
Indonesia and the Philippines,
To cope with the demand, many watch manufacturers
have agents here and present a large number of brands.
To understand the competitive structure of the watch
trade in Hong Kong, it will be necessary for one to know
the sales of the different brands of watches sold in. Hong
Kong. Unfortunately the figures are area ted as confidential
by most companies. Hence, the competitive structure will be
established by examining the advertising expenditures of the
different brands of watches.
Advertising expenditures are closely related to the
sales of a watch. Generally, the higher the sales, the
higher the advertising expenditures. Hence the use of
advertising expenditures is one way of establishing the
competitive structure of the watch trade in Hong Kong.
34
It was learned that during 19`70 and 1971, 05 different
24
brands of watches were advertised in the local mass rmledia,.
Their advertising expenditures in 1970 avid 1971 are shown
in Table I.
From Table I, it can be seen that there is no single
watch dominating the local market. However, Citizen,
Girard-Ferragaux and Rado belong to the same agent, while
omega and Tissot belong to another agent. Hence the com-
etition would be classified as oligorpolistic.
The price of the watches sold in Hong 1 ong ranges
from as low as HK$ 20 (about US$ 5.50) to as high as
HK 10,000 (about US ) 1,670) or more. For the leading
advertised brands listed in Table I, their price range, a of May, 1972, is shown in Figiire 6.
24A list of them will be shovrn in Appendix III
together with the brands not advertised but` represented in
Hong Kong. Sources are (1) Bulova International Lld.,., and
(2) Swiss Watch Industry Information Centre, Hong Kong.
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TABLE I
ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES OF WATCHES SOLD IN HONG KONG
1970 AND 1971
1970 1971
PERCENTAGE TO PERCENTAGE TO
BRANDS TOTAL, ADVERTISING BRANDS TOTAL ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURES EXPENDITURES
Citizen 17.3% Citizen 12.6%


















Source: Bulova Int. Ltd., by the kind permission of.
Bulova
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HK$20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000
FIGURE 6
PRICE RANGES OF THE TOP ADVERTISED BRANDS
SOLD IN HONG KONG, MAY 1972
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Many factors govern the price of a watch . The
primaryones are : ( 1 ) type of watch movement, ( 2 ) brand and
style and ( 3 ) materialused to make the watch case , and the
ornamentsadded to the casing and the bracelet . We shall
describeeach of them in turn .
Movement of the Watch
Roskopf movement watches are those of the poorest
quality hence are cheapest among the watches sold in Hong
Kong . The price of a Roskopf movementwatch does not
exceedHK $ 100 in general.
Jewel - level movement watches are better in quality
than Roskopf movement watches . They are well developed .
Different features like scratch proof , unbreakable main -
spring , self winding , calendar , and calendar and week have
been added . The price varies according to the number and
kind of special features incorporated. The price - range of
a jewel - level watch goes from slightly below HKI $ 100 to
slightlyaboveHK $ 1 , 000 .
A tuning - fork watch demands a production technology
more advanced than those mentioned above . Consequentlythe
price is higher . The price range . goes from about HK $ 500 to
HK $ 2 , 000 and above.
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The quartz watch represents the most advanced
technologicallevel so far achieved by a watch manufacturer.
The price is high and may cost from HK $ 880 to well over
HK$ 10 , 000.
Brand and s le
The brand and style of a watch also help to modify
the price that may be charged for a particular watch . This
is done via the stimulus of demand . A watch that is well
advertised stimulated enough demand to warrant a higher
price . This is an establishedfact within the Hong Kong
watch trade . 25
Beside acting as a timepiece, a watch is also an
ornament having esthetic value . This is where style comes
into the system . A watch that is well designed and well
advertised will stimulate enough demand to be able to charge
a higher price . Girard - Perragauxis such an example . It is
both elegant , stylish and well advertisedand it finds a good
market here ,
Materials used and ornaments added
The price ranges mentioned in the last two sections
25 Leamed in the preliminarysurvey .
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applied only to watches cased in stainless steel. For
watches cased in eighteen carat (18K) gold or eighteen carat
(18K) platinum, the price is substantially higher.
Furthermore, adding a gold bracelet will raise the price
still higher.
A jewelry watch decorated with diamonds, rubies or
other precious stones is even more expensive. Most often
the price exceeds HK$10,000 but then it is more a jewelry
than a watch.
To summarize, the price of a watch is essentially
determined by the level of technical skill needed to
manufacture and assemble the watch. It is slightly modified
by brand name and style. For an ornamental watch, the price
is largely determined by the value of the ornamental
materials used rather than the watch itself.
II. DISTRIBUTION OF WATCHES IN HONG KONG
There is no one single distribution pattern for all
the brands of watches marketed in Hong Kong. One pattern
may be slightly different from the others But essentially
they are all variations of the basic pattern in Figure 7.
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MANUFACTURER BUYERAGENT DEALER
( outsideH . K . ) ( may or may not( whole- ( retailer)
be the ultimatesaler )
consumer)
FIGURE 7
THE BASIC PATTERN OF THE CHANNEL OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATCHESIN HONG KONG





A VARIATIONOF THE BASIC PATTERN
T he origin of this variationmay arise I rom two
situations. O ne is the backwardintegrationof a dealer .
A nother is the forward integrationof an agent . T hey
become agent - dealers . I n order to gain a wider distribution,
watches are also distributed to other dealers hence the
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pattern in Figure 8 shown above.
There are some differences between the two types of
agent-dealers. For those who were dealers primarily, the
brands represented are usually the prestigious ones with low
unit sales in Hong Kong. On the other hand, for an agent-
dealer who was an agent primarily, (there is only one such
type of agent-dealer in Hong Kong) the brands represented
are those aiming at the mass market.
Another variation is to add a manufacturer's repre-
sentative into the basic distribution channel. Then the





A SECOND VARIATION OF THE BASIC PATTERN
It should be noted that internationally oriented
watch manufacturers will set up their Far East Headquarters
in the region. If a Far East Headquarter is in Hong Kong,
then the manufacturer's representative shown in Figure 9 will










BUYERS: Ultimate ConsumersThere is no
Tourist Jobbersestimated
Smugglersnumber available
Sources: (1) Yellow Pages, Hong Kong Telephone Directory",
Jan.,1972.
(2) Hong Kong Kowloon Watch and Clock Trade
Workers Union Annual t 1970,
(3) File of the Swiss Watch Industry Information
Center, Hong Kong, by permission of the
organization.
4) File of Bulova International Ltd., by permiss-
ion of the organization
(5) Hong Kong Importers of Swiss Watches, Swiss
Watch Industry. Information Center, July, 1971.
FIGURE 10
DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL OF WATCHES IN HONG KONG
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Figure 10 summarizes what have been discussed in the
last few paragraphs together with estimates on the number of
business concerned at each level.
However it should be noted that the numbers shown in
Figure 10 are only approximate ones established from various
sources of information. Great care should be taken in
trying to use them for other purposes.
When a watch arrives at a buyer, he may be an
ultimate consumer, a tourist jobber, or a smuggler. If the
buyer is a tourist jobber, i.e. one who buys for resale
purposes while visiting Hong Kong as a tourist, there is
just one more step before reaching the ultimate consumer
overseas. However, if the buyer is a member of a smuggling
organization, then the watch sold in Hong Kong will enter
another channel of distribution in a foreign country before
the watch reaches the ultimate consumer.
Extent of Distribution
As to the question whether distribution is restricted,
selective, or intentive, this depends on the policy of the
individual agent concerned. In general, for brands that
are selling very well in Hong Kong, like Rolex and Omega,
the distribution is more likely to be restricted to large
dealers who are both financially sound and managerially
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capable. The number of dealers qualified to represent such
a brand is small. For Rolex, the number is 15 in May, 1972.
For omega, the number is 47.26 For others in the same group,
the number of authorized dealers is about the same.
A byproduct of this restricted distribution is the
appearance of dealer-jobbers not shown in Figure 10. These
are large dealers selling some of the best-selling brands of
watches to non-authorized dealers who are barred from
representing .those brands. The transaction among dealers
may be motivated by either friendship, profit or both. Since
it is difficult to quantify, the role of. dealer-jobbers is
not shown in Figure 10.
For a brand that sells well and aims at the mass
market, its agent may adopt a policy of selective distribu-
tion with a lower requirement on the dealers. Watches that
may be cited as examples are Seiko and Rado.
Most of the watches sold intensively are those that
are in the introductory stage or in a competitively weak
position. The reason for intensive selling is to try to do
as much business as possible.
26 Authorized Retailers of Rolex Watches , (Rolex
(H.K.) Ltd., n.d.) and List of Omega Authorized Retailers ,
(Omtis Ltd., 1972).
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In general, watches in Hong Kong are sold on a
selective basis. Since there are some 80 plus brands of
watches selling in Hong Kong, 27 their dealers form a complex
network over Hong Kong.
Geographical Distribution of Agents and Dealers
For agents, their operation is essentially a special
type of import and export business, hence they are concen-
trated in the commercial centres of Hong Kong. The major
commercial centres of Hong Kong are the Central District of
Hong Kong Island and the Tsimshatsui District of the Kowloon
Peninsula. Most of the agents are located in the Central
District. A few of them are in the T s imshat sui District.
There is only one agent having its office outside these
two districts.28
For the dealers, their locations will be determined
by _the particular type of buyers to whom they cater. Since
there are essentially three types of buyers, viz., local
citizens, tourists and smugglers, we shall discuss them
one by one.29
27See Appendix III for a list of watches sold in
Hong Kong.
28"Hong Kong Importers of Swiss Watches" (Swiss
Watch Industry Information Centre, July 1, 1971).
29The ensuing discussion are essentially results
obtained during the preliminary survey done by the writer
in the summer of 1971.
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1. For local people, they expect to find high- priced
watches in the Central and Tsimshatsui Districts. They
also find medium- priced watches there, but medium- priced
watches are also to be found in the Causeway Bay, N orth
Point, Mongkok and the Y aumati Districts. Low- priced
watches can be obtained everywhere in Hong Kong, but local
people do not like to buy them in the Central and the
Tsimshatsui Districts.
2. For tourists, Tsimshatsui District is their main
shopping area hence a high concentration of watch dealers
can be found here. The Central District and the Causeway
Bay District also have dealers catering for tourists.
3. Dealers that sell to the smugglers are said to be
concentrated in the Central District and the S aiyingpoon
District but there is no authoritative statement to be
quoted here except what the writer heard during the
preliminary study done in the summer of 1971.
Amap of Hong Kong showing the locations of the
dealers may illustrate the point more clearly. This is
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48III . WATCH BUYERSIN HONG KONG
In 1971 , according to official statistics , total
number of completed watches retained in Hong Kong was
2 , 475 , 566 , valuedHKyp 271 , 897 , 752 . 30 Comparingw th the popu -
lation figure which at the end of 1971 was 4 , 064 , 400 , 31 it
means that each person in Hong Kong bought 0 . 61 watch during
1971 . In 1969 , the correspondingconsumptionrate was 0 . 64 .
Un Zne oiner nana , the worla proauctionIigure in J b i
was only 160 , 600 , 000 . 32 Comparingwith the populationf the
world which in 1969 was 3 , 561 , 000 , 000 , 33 each personin the
world consumedonly 0 . 05 watch during 1969 . Thereforethe
consumptionrate in Hong Kong is more than 12 times the world
consumptionrate . This is really an unbelievablesituation .
A reasonableguess made by a reputable person in the trade 34
S 0 Hong Kong CommerceIndustry Department: Hong Kong
Trade Statistics- - - Importers, Exportersand Re - exports Hong
Kong Census and StatisticsDepartment, Dec . , 1971 .
31 Hong Kong Government: Hong Kong 1971 , Hong Kong
GovernmentPrinting Department , 1971 .
32 Asia Watch News , Swiss Watch Industry Information
Centre, HongKong, No . 19 , April , 1971 , p . 3 .
33 United Nations : Statistical Yearbook , 1970 , United
Nations, 1970 , p . 28 .
34 This guess was made by the managingdirector of one
of the largest five dealers in Hong Kong , personal interview .
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put the local consumption rate at 0.1. The rest being
re-exported either through legal or illegal channels.
Re-export through Legal Channels
There are two kinds of legal re-exports. One of the
re-export claimed by the agents. Such re-export figures are
put into the Hong Kong Government official record. Another
type of legal re-export is through tourism. Many tourists
left Hong Kong with watches they bought here. As this kind
of re-export figure is not recorded by the Hong Kong
Government, the watches bought by tourists are supposed to
be retained in Hong Kong in the Trade Statistics.
According to the Hong Kong Tourist Association, 30%-
31% of the 907,297 tourists visiting Hong Kong in 1971 bought
one or more watches. 35 Assuming each of them bought one
watch, there were 272,000- 281,000 watches re-exported
legally.
However, the above figure is likely to be an under-
estimate of the actual number of watches bought by tourists.
People coming to Hong Kong (the "shoppers' paradise") are
unlikely to buy only one watch during their visit.
35"tTourist Industry in Hong Kong" by Far East Research
Organization for the Hong Kong Tourist Association, Jan.-Aug.,
1971 and Sept.-Dec., 1971.
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Furthermore, there are tourist jobbers who come here
regularly to buy watches , cameras , etc . After paying taxes
in their respectivecountries , they still gain a profit . For
these jobbers , one watch per trip is definitely not enough .
Hence , it is reasonableto say that the number of watches
re - exportedthrough this channel exceeded281 , 000 in 1971 .
Re - export through the Illegal Channels
Besides being re - exported by tourists , an even larger
proportionf watchesare smuggledout of Hong Kong . A . J .
Ro o sl i , former managerof the Hong Kong Swiss Watch
InformationCentre , said :
Watches are easily smuggled , and this activity
becomes a paying proposition as soon as import duties
rise ab ye a certainlevel - - usually10 to 15 % ad
valoem.
Being an important world center with every facility
available , Hong Kong serves both as a base for smuggling
directly to ' the target countries and a major base for
sub - bases of smugglina. 37 Atresent , the countries that
36 A . J . Roosli, Asia - - A Major Marketin Watchesin
Asia Far EasternEconomicReview, Nov . 28 , 19709 p . 33 .
37 Watches in Asia Far Eastern Economic Review ,
Nov . 28 Dec . 11 , 1971 . The importantbases for smuggling
watchesin E . Asia S . E . Asia and the Indian Subcontinent
are respectively, Hong Kong , Singapore, and Trucial States .
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are the smugglers' target in this region of the world are
Japan, Indonesia, the Philippines, India, Burma, South Korea,
Taiwan, Ceylon and Pakistan.38
It is difficult to estimate the total number of
watches smuggled out of Hong Kong. A major dealer with over
20 years of experience in the trade estimated the ratio of
under-the-counter sales to over-the-counter sales to be
three to one.39 The estimate was cross-checked with the
numerical data presented in this section and was found to
be quite reasonable. 40
To summarize, the flow of completed watches in and
out of Hong Kong can be shown in Figure 12. The thickness
of the flow lines roughly corresponds to the value of watches
flowing through them. For example, the major importers are
Switzerland and Japan. .The largest customers of Hong Kong
watches are smugglers. Figure 12 diagrammatized the Hong
Kong watch trade, part of which will be discussed in the
following section.
38Ibid.
39Result from the preliminary survey.
40For detail calculation, see Appendix IV.
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IMPORT FROM RE - EXPORTTOHONG KONG
OTHER COUNTRIES OTHER COUNTRIES













FLOW OF COMPLETEDWATCHESIN AND OUT OF HONG KONG , BY VALUE , 1971
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IV. HONG KONG WATCH TRADE
In 1971, the value of watches and related commodities
retained in Hong Kong was $452,330,700.41 This is an
increase of 4.9 times when compared with the value of
$92,298,474 in 1961.42 That is, there is an annual growth
rate of 15.6% for eleven consecutive years. This is really
a marvellous growth. Figure 13 shows the situation
graphically.
For such a rapidly growing industry, changes must be
continous. This is really so when looking closely at the
trade figures.
In the past, Switzerland had always been the largest
supplier of watches for Hong Kong. It supplied watches at
all price ranges. Gradually Japan came up strongly with
medium-priced. watches. By 1967, Japan overtook Switzerland
and became the largest supplier in quantity. Valuewise,
Switzerland is still the number one supplier for Hong Kong,
41Included in the commodities related to watches are
watch movements, watch parts, textile watch straps, plastic
straps, leather watch straps and steel watch bands but
straps made of precious metal or straps decorated with
precious stones are excluded.
42In the same period, i.e. 1961-1971, import increased
five times, re-export increased 5.3 times.
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.though its market share has dropped from 90.5% in 1961 to
54.1% in 1971. Japan's position strengthened from 1.4% in
1961 to 31.1% in 1971.43
Switzerland tries to maintain its number one position
in all price ranges. However, its position in medium-price
range is not as strong as before.
the Swiss manufacturers put very strong efforts in
selling low-price Roskopf movements which are assembled in
Hong Kong. The average price of a Roskopf movement was
about HK$12.6 in 1971, whereas the average price of a
completed watch of Swiss origin imported in 1971 was HK$190.
From this we can see the cheapness of Roskopf movements. in
1971, Switzerland captured 60.2% of the watch movement market.
Here the Swiss position is much stronger because it has
really pushed this business. For example, in 1969, the number
of Swiss watch movements imported was more than double that
of 1968.44
The Japanese are supplying high-quality medium-price
watches to Hong Kong. However, they are trading up their
products and they also import high-price prestigious jewelry
watches to Hong Kong. The import of jewelry watches is the
43See Appendix I for detail trade figures,
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traditional field of the Swiss so it looks likely that
there will be an even keener competition between the
Japanese and the Swiss in the future.
Importance of Hong Kong in the World Watch Trade
Hong Kong maintains a very important position in the
world watch trade. A few statistical figures will illus-
trate the point.
According to the Swiss Horological Chamber of
Commerce, of all the Swiss watches and the watch movements44
exported to the South East Asian market45 in 1970, 82.1% in
value went to Hong Kong, only 16.6% went to Singapore and
the remaining 4.6% went to the other eight countries. Quanti-
tywise, the figures were 90.3%, 8.6% and 1.1% respectively.
The above figures. are more significant when one
realizes that Switzerland is the world's largest produce
44According to G.E. Berner Dictionnaire Professionnel
Illustre De L' horologeri e (Swiss Horological Federation,1961)
a watch is defined as a portable timepiece that can work in
any position. Furthermore, A watch comprises three
essential parts:
1. the movements or mechanical part comprising all the organs
and the mechanisms that serve to indicate the time.
2. the case protecting the movement
3. the dial and the hands which indicate the time.
45 The South Asian market includes Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia,Laos, South Vietnam, Hong Kong
Taiwan, the Philippines and Indonesia.
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and exporter of horological products which include both
watches and clocks.
In 1969, Swiss horological export accounted for 71.4%
of the world's total. 46 The Far East Asian market accounted
for 10.8% of the Swiss horological exports in the same year.
(This figure was.11.2% in 1970).
Japan is the second largest exporter of horological
products in the world. its horological export in 1969
accounted for 9.7% of the total world horological exports.
Hong Kong is Japan's major buyer and is in fact the largest
one. It was reported that:
During the first nine months of 1971, total Japanese
exports of watches and related commodities amounted to
Y41,568,475,000 of which wristwatches and clocks
amounted to Y24,876,606,000. Hong Kong purchases
amounted to Y6,189,348 000 (i.e. 24.9%) followed by
U.S:A... and Panama... -7
As a major buyer of Swiss and Japanese watches, Hong
Kong is undoubtedly one of the most important watch trade
centers in the world.
46Ibid., p.3.
47Koji Nakamara Taking the Low Road--Japan's export




In this chapter of the thesis , a brief description
of the watch trade in Hong Kong was given .
A watch is a timepiece that can be worn comfortably
on the wrist of the wearer . The level of technologyhas
been advancedto such a stage that a quartz watch will not
gain or lode a minute within a year .
Hong Kong is one of the most important watch trade
centers in the world . More than 80 brands of watches are
sold here . The competitionis keen , but there is no single
dominant brand in the market . The competitionis oligopo -
listic because many major agents represent more than one
brand of watch .
Different kinds - of distribution channels are utilized
by the manufacturersand the extent of distribution is
either restricted , selective or incentive depending on the
policy of the individual agent concerned .
Buyers of watches in Hong Kong come not only from
the local area , but extend to tourists and smugglersof
many nationalities .
CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGYUSED TO BUILD CONSUMER BEHAVIOR MODELS
OF WATCHESIN HONG KONG
I . PRELIMINARYSURVEY
Since the writer was unfamiliar with the watch trade
in Hong Kong . a preliminarystudy was made in the summer of
1971 . The research design was exploratoryin nature . The
attempt was to try to find a suitable topic for a detailed
thesis study . Furthermore, it was thought that to be
acquaintedwith the dealers might be of great help in the
course of such a thesis study .
Thirty - two major dealers 48 were interviewedduring
the summer of 1971 . Much useful informationwas gathered
in the survey . Some of the informationwill be presented
in ChapterV . The writer was also able to gain a " feeling "
of what the watch retail business was like in Hong Kong .
This helped the writer to see things through the eyes of
watch dealers .
48 A " major dealer " was operationallydefined as one
that is an authorizedealer of at least two of the follow -
ing four brands of watchesviz . , Bulova , Girard - Perragaux,
Omega and Rolex . Major dealers are characterizedfor being
the best of the Hong Kong watch retail circle .
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II . THESIS STUDY
Research Design and Questionnaire Constructior .
The research design that the writer used in the
thesis study was mainly descriptive though part of it was
exploratory in nature . The data collected were supplemented
by those collected in the preliminary study where the design
was definitely exploratory . The causal design was not used
in the study because the writer focused on the general
characteristicsof the watch buyers but not specific causal
relations .
Questionnaireconstructionwas geared to the vari -
ables that might be pertinent to the particular study
concerned . Following the steps of marketing research
suggested by Philip Kotler , 49 a theoreticalmodel was
chosen as a guideline for the questionnaireconstruction.
The model used was the Howard - Sheth Model of Consumer
Behavior which was discussed in Chapter II .
In the questionnaire, the following five categories
of questionswere used :
4 yP hilip Kotler , MarketingManagement: Analysis ,
Planning and Control ( Prentice - Hall Inc . , EnglewoodCliffs ,
N . J . , U . S . A . , 1967) , p . 320.
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l) Exogenous variables: Age, sex, nationality, residence,
occupation y educational and income levels;
(2) Perceptual disturbance (conflict): Open-end questions
were used to see if the buyer experienced any stimulus
ambiguity which was then manifested in the overt
search behavior;
(3) Learning process: Open-end questions were used to
ascertain a respondent's motives for buying the watch,
confidence in the decision made, and also brand-
loyality on watched owned before;
(4) Input variables: Informational sources, symbolic
stimuli, physical stimuli; and
(5) Output variables: Brand, style, and price of the watch
bought.
A sample of the questionnaire used in the study is
shown in Appendix V.
Sampling
In order to do research with statistically signifi-
cant findings, the sample must be a representative one.
This was a real problem in the thesis study. A watch is a
commodity owned by almost everybody, and to select a repre-
sentative sample is difficult. Under the constraints of
time and money, the writer decided to restrict the universe
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to particular segments of the population and tried to study
them by sampling methods which would yield some degree of
representativeness.
Essentiallyfour methods were tried . Two of the four
methods were complete failures and they were presented here
only to illustrate both the problems met and the avenues
open to those having more resources available .
The first method attempted was to select a number of
retail shops and try to interview buyers on the spot . This
was a multi - stage random sampling method with retail shops ,
dates , hours and consumersas the variables in each stage .
The population was restricted to those that bought watches
in a major dealer ' s shop . A major dealer is operationally
defined as a retail shop that is an authorizeddealer for
at least two of the followingfour brands of watches viz . ,
Bulova , Girard - Perragaux, Omega and Rolex .
It was visualized that most of the local residents
buying low - priced watches would not be representedas a
result of such a sampling method . Yet the method had the
advantagesthat ( 1 ) the first stage sampling was more
manageable, ( 2 ) the customersvisiting major dealers
included both tourists and local citizens , ( 3 ) it was
easier to approach the major dealers than the small ones
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since major dealers are known to be more liberal - minded and
better educated than others .
After selecting fifteen out of forty - three major
dealers , attempts were made to gain the permissionof the
dealers concerned to let the writer stay in their shops and
interview their customers .
III . PRETESTS
Before the questionnairewas ready for data collection
purpose , two pretests were conducted. One was done among the
friends of the writer and the other inside a major dealer ' s
shop under actual survey situations .
First Pretest
The purpose of the first pretest was to test the
wording of the questionnairen order to make sure that
there was no ambiguity . This helped to determine the form
of each question, i . e . whetherto use open - end questions,
dichotomousquestions or multiple - choice questions , and also
the question wordings .
It was found in the first pretest that watch buying
is essentially a decision making process of limited search .
This was manifestedby the fact that most of the friends
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that the writer interviewed were unable to recall the
details of watch purchasesmade less than a year ago .
However , they were able to recall the details for major
purchases like house buying and automobile buying when they
were asked by some of the writer ' s colleaguesdoing thesis
studies on house buying and automobile buying .
Second Pretest
The second pretest was made at a major dealer ' s shop .
This was made possible by the manager who is a friend of the
writer .
The second pretest was to test the questionnaire
under real research conditions .
Some interesting phenomena were observed during the
writer ' s stay in the retail shop . They will be described
in the following sections .
Two Indonesians visiting tie shop brought an
advertisement from a newspaper showing the different models
of Enicar watches . They demanded for a particular model and
refused to accept substitutes . This indicated , among other
things , that ( 1 ) they had made a detailed study before coming
to Hong Kong , ( 2 ) newspapers. were major sourcesof informa -
tion for them , ( 3 ) symbolicstimuli were effective in
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in stimulatingdemand, and ( 4 ) they had made a firm decision.
A similar situation also appeared with a German
tourist visiting the shop . . This time the informational
source was a catalogue. He was also firm in the decision
made and asked for a particularmodel of Eterna - Matic . It
was learned during the interview that he had made some
visits to other retail shops in order to compare their
prices . Furthermore, he had bought a watch of an unheard - of
brand for HK $ 26 and he seemed to be very pleased with this
watch , so he showed it around in the shop . This indicated,
among other things , that ( 1 ) he had made a detailed study
before buying a watch , ( 2 ) a cataloguewas a help to him as
an informationalsource , ( 3 ) symbolic stimuli in the form of
pictures were effective in stimulating demand , but the
consumer experienced some stimulus ambiguity concerning
price , and ( 4 ) he was pretty sure of what he wanted when he
came to the dealer . Lastly , he was excited by the price of
the previous watch he bought from another retail shop .
Another interesting phenomenon was the buying
behaviorof a tourist - jobber . Within a day , he bought five
watchesin a price range from about HK $ 150 to over HK $ 400 .
The brands were mostly popular and well known to the citizens
of Hong Kong . It was observedthat he just looked at the
brand and style of the watch , tried it on his wrist and then
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decided to buy without much conversationwith the salesman .
He seemed to be in a hurry and the transactionswere made
very swiftly . It was a pity that the writer was unable to
interview him . The manager of the shop confirmed that he
was a regular buyer of the shop and he bought several
watches every time he came .
The three incidents described above indicated that
positive contributionscould be made if the research could
be done as planned . However , there were some negative
aspects which militated against the use of this method of
data collection .
Firstly , the response rate was quite low . Even with
the introductionby the manager , many buyers refused to be
interviewed. Seven hours in the shop produced only seven
useable interviews .
Furthermore , most of the respondents were reluctant
to give answers to questionson income , age and occupation.
In spite of these difficulties the writer decided , in
consultationwith his thesis supervisor , that the method of
data collection should be continued because the interesting
phenomena observed during the pretest indicated that it was
possible to obtain very useful results .
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IV . FIELD WORK
Failure in Attempting to Interview Buyers in Retail Shops
Two attempts were made to gain the permissionof
dealers to let the writer to interview their customers , one
via friends and relatives and the other through the Omtis Ltd . ,
agent for Omega and Tissot Watches . However , the plan was
beset with difficulties and permissionwas too slow in coming .
At the same time , a contingentplan was made in view
of the approachingdeadlines for the thesis presentation. The
plan included two parts . One was to use telephone interviews
for local citizens and the other was to use personal
interviews in hotel lobbies for tourists and non - Chinese
local residents . This plan was to be put into operation if
the original plan failed .
At the end of March , 1972 , with the help of the Omtis
Ltd . , a total of nine major dealers consentedto help . Thus
the writer went to work .
Unfortunately, the negative effect of the long - wait
and reluctant - response indicated by the second pretest
persisted when the full scale operation began . In the first
shop , which is a departmentstore , four interviewswere made
in three hours . However , the customersseemed to be hostile
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to the idea of being interviewed. False and rude responses
were obtained. One respondentven answered" I don ' t know "
when he was asked the question" What is the brand of the
watch that you ' ve just bought ? " This indicatedthe lack of
cooperation. There was again no interview made within a
two and a half hour ' s stay in the third shop .
At this point , it became clear that the method of
interviewing consumers at retail shops was not practicable
though it might be theoreticallysound . The writer thought
that if the interviewswere made by the shop - keepers
themselves, this method of data collection might still be
used.
Though this method of data collectionfailed , more in -
formation on the subject was obtained . During the long periods
spent . in . the retail shops , conversationswith the owners re -
vealed that dealers understand their customers well . The
experience of the dealers with their customers might provide
a general background on which responses from telephone
interviews and hotel lobby interviews might be ' better
understood. Consequently, the visits to tl - e remainingsix
dealers were not called off . The interviews were changed to
unstructured conversations with the dealers on the marketing
aspects of the watch buyers . On the average , each visit
lasted for an hour . Valuable informationwas gathered .
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During the visits to the dealers several attempts
were also tried to use a structured interview. The
questionnaire for the interview was a modification of the
original one. The aim was to try to see the characteristics
of watch buyers through the eyes of the dealers and to see
if quantitative data could be provided. If so, the consumer
interviews might have been cancelled entirely. This was
again a theoretically acceptable approach if the dealers
were cooperative. However it was found that most of the
dealers could not or did not want to give quantitative
answers. Hence the writer proceeded to the following
methods.
Telephone Interview
Concurrent with the visits to the dealers, the writer
made telephone interviews during the evenings. Fifty
telephone numbers were drawn from the latest edition of
telephone directory on a random basis. The sample size was
arbitrary and convenient. This is justifiable as long as
the purpose of this study is to illustrate the process of
model building, but not to generalise the population from
which the sample was taken.
It was foreseen that turndowns might be numerous,
hence a rule of thumb was used to cope with this situation.
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The rule was to dial the succeeding number in the telephone
directory if the attempt to interview the preceeding one
failed.
It was visualized that this method of data collection
would restrict the respondents to those having telephones
and it is not a representation for the whole population of
Hong Kong. However, since about 50°% of the households in
Hong Kong own a telephone or more, 50 this method of data
collection is acceptable.
After pretesting the questionnaire (five telephone
interviews), it was found that Chinese, preferrably the
Cantonese dialect, was a more acceptable medium of communi-
cation. Hence a Cantonese translation was made and the
wording adjusted to represent the original English version
faithfully (shown in Appendix V). It was thought that for
a watch that was bought for a year or more, the buyer would
not be able to remember what actually happened therefore,
the respondents were restricted to those who had bought a
)U At the end of March,l972, there were 425,437
domestic telephone lines and 157,798 commercial lines
(Public Relations Officer, Hong Kong Telephone Co.,telephone
interview), and there were 857,000 domestic households in
March, 1971. (Demographer, Vital Statistics Section, Social
Statistics Division, Census and Statistics Department, Hong
Kong Government, telephone interview). From these figures,
it can be seen that about 50% (425,437 857,000= 49.6%) of
the households in Hong Kong have one or more telephone lines.
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watch . within one year . T his put another restraint on the
data collection, but it was essential in order not to
introduce unnecessaryor unreliable data into the study .
T his time the data collection proceeded comparatively
smoothly when compared with the previous attempts . T he rate
of successfulinterviewswas 1 2 % . A detailed breakdownon
the telephonecalls made would be shown in T able II .
TABLE II
RESULT OF TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS
NUMBEROF DIDN ' T BUY A REFUSEDTO
COULDN' TEVENING SUCCESSFUL, WATCH WITHIN BE TOTAL
GET THRU'
INTERVIEWSONE YEAR INTERVIEWED
1 . 2 0 1 75 7 33 1
.2. 1 5 8 92 3 1 23 9
1 2 593 . 2 45 2 4 0
8 1 24 . 2 4 1 1 5 5
1 3 2 7 8 32 55 . 1 8
4 2 55 0TOTAL 8 91 5 0 1 3 6
( 1 2 % ) ( 1 0 0 % )
I n the interviews, some bought more than one watch
within a year . F or example , there was one respondentwho
bought one for his own use and one as a gift for his father .
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The brands were different , the motives were different and
the choice criteria were different . As a rule of thumb , such
an interviewwas counted as two . In this way , the total
number of interviewsmade was extended to 55 .
Tourist Interviews
The telephone respondentswere all local Chinese .
It might be interesting to compare their watch buying
patterns with that of the tourists and the non - Chinese local
citizens . Five hotels were chosen for this purpose from a
list of hotels supplied by the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
It was the intention of the writer that the interviews should
be made at the hotel lobbies . Ten interviewswould be made
in each hotel . The hotels were chosen so as to be repre -
sentative ones ,
After the first day ' s work , it seemed clear that the
rate of responsewas low . On the average , it took three
quarters of an hour to make one interview . Besides , four of
the five hotels chosen did not want their tenants to be
interrupted and hence refused to grant permission for the
writer to conduct the survey .
In view of this , the writer changed the project and
planned to make twenty interviews each at Kai Tak Airport
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and Ocean Terminal. The work of the first day was taken
as a pretest and the results were not used for analysis.
The change in project was successful. Within two
days all tI forty interviews were made. Here again, people
buying more than one watch during their stay in Hong Kong
were counted as more than one. In this way, the total number
of interviews made was extended to forty-three.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The entire process of data collection was very
difficult. Many unexpected obstacles occurred, largely due
to factors beyond the control of the writer (e.g. the dealers
were slow in giving consent for interviewing their consumers),
but much was learned in the course of data collection. It
would have been much better, the writer learned, if tree
contingency plan was used in the first place.
CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis began with a discussion on the general
characteristics of the two samples chosen. Attempts to.
interpret them would be made with cross-tabulation of
variables whenever necessary. Further cross-tabulation of
variables would be presented and interpreted selectively.
After the interpretation of the results obtained from
the two samples, a list of statements made by the major
dealers were presented to supplement information not found
in the descriptive studies. This supplement was needed for
the purpose of model building because it represented the
opinion of the local watch dealers having long working
experience. However, as these opinions were not tested
objectively, they should only be treated as hypotheses.
Similarly, models thus built should be treated as hypotheses
which need further experimentation. This is acceptable
since the aim of the project is purely an illustration of
model building in the consumer research.
I. LOCAL CONSUMPTION RATE OF WATCHES
It was previously stated that a reputable person in
the trade estimated the actual local consumption rate of
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watches is 0.1 per inhabitant per year. We tested his state-
ment from the data obtained in the telephone interviews.
A total of 425 telephone calls were made in five
consecutive evenings. Among these, 200 agreed to be
interviewed. The rest were either refusals or unsuccessful
contacts. Out of the 200 respondents 150 said that they did
not buy any watch within a year. Fifty said that they bought
one or more watches within one year. 55 watches were bought
in all.
Since the average number of persons in a household
was 4.50 in 1971,51 the 200 persons who agreed to be
interviewed represented 900 local inhabitants. Compared with
the 55 watches bought, the local consumption rate was calcu-
lated to be 0.061. This figure indicated that the actual
consumption rate was at*least 0.061 during 1971.
However, there were two possible sources of error:
(1) members of the household other than the respondent might
have bought watches within the year, and
(2) there might be concurrent inaccuracy in the answer
51This was the March 1971 census figure (Demographer,
Vital Statistics Section, Social Statistics Division, Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government, telephone
enquiry).
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category of did not buy a watch within one year.52
Consequently, we may say that the estimation that the
rate of local consumption of watch is 0.1 per person per
year is not far from the truth.
II. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS
Since two different samples were taken during the
course of data collection, they should be treated separately
in the analysis.
Nationality and Identity
Respondents of the telephone interview were exclu-
sively local Chinese. From now on this sample will be
called the Chinese Purchasers. On the other hand,
respondents of the second sample consisted of Americans,
Europeans, Australians and an Indian. The breakdown of the
second samle is:
52Concurrent inaccuracy means that a respondent
gives an answer contrary to what he really means. (See
P.E. Green D.S. Tull Research for Marketing Decisions
(Second edition, Prentice-Hall Inc,, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., U.S.A., 1970,p.121)
In our case this is highly probable since the
telephone interview technique is not a well-accepted means
of interview in the Hong Kong public. The housewives who
have little formal education are particularly suspicious
of this kind of activity.
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TABLE III







It was said by the major dealers that the Japanese
are good customers of Hong Kong. This is also true when
we look at Table IV.
In Table IV, we can see that about 50% of the
tourists buying watches' in 1971 was Japanese. It was a pity
that owing to language barrier, the writer was not able to
take them into the sample. This seemed to leave the study
incomplete. To compensate for this, the writer would give
an account of the watch buying behavior of the Japanese
later in this chapter by making reference to the information
provided by the major dealers.
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TABLE IV
TOURIST WATCH BUYING IN HOTTG KONG, 1971
NUMBER OF TOURISTS PERCENTAGE OF THE NUIYTBER
NATIONALITY VISITING HONG KONG TOURIST OF
IN 1971 BUYING WATCHES WATCHES SOLD
EUROPEAN 113,926 19% 22,000(8.4%)
AMERICAN 217,691 21% 46,ooo(174%)
S. E. ASIAN 155,991 16% 259000(9-5%)
JAPANESE 237,95C 54% 129, 000 (49.2%)
AUSTRALIAN/
61,170 21,000(8.0%)34%NEW ZEALAND
OTHERS 120,563 16% 19,000(7,3%)
TOTAL
907,296 30% 1262 9 000 (100%)
H.K.T.A. Digest of Annual Statistics of Visitors to
Hong Kong unpublished report,
The Tourist Industry in Hong Kong by the Far East
Research Organization for the H.K.T.A. Sept.--Dec.19`71
by kind permission of H. K. T.A.
Assuming each tourist bought only one watch
As for the identity of the first sample, all the
respondents were local citizens. For the second sample, a
breakdown of the identities of the respondents might help to














Hereafter, the second sample was broken down into
local non-Chinese purchasers", "first-time tourist
purchasers and many-times tourist purchasers". The last
two groups were collectively called the tourist purchasers".
It might be doubtful to put the non-Chinese local
purchasers and the tourist purchasers in the second sample.
One might have the impression that the buying behavior of the
non-Chinese local purchasers is quite different from that of
the tourist purchasers. This is not really so. The non-
Chinese local residents are mostly temporary residents.Their
stay might last no longer than several years. As far as
watch buying is concerned, they might not be very much
different from the many-times tourist purchasers. On the
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other hand, the Chinese purchasers do have a different
buying behavior. Hence, the samples were categorized into
the Chinese purchasers and the non-Chinese purchasers.
Age and Sex
A breakdown of the age and sex of the two samples was
given in Table VI.
Table VI showed that the age distribution of the
responding tourists was approximately the same as that of
the tourists visiting Hong Kong during 1971. Figure 14 in
page 81 gave a comparision of the two.
TABLE VI









0( 0%) 10( 0%) 1( 7%)under. 20 17( 31%)
197( 47%)21-30 16( 29%) 6( 40%)6( 46%)
4( 27%)3( 20%) 92( 16%)5 9%)31-40
123( 20%)4( 27%)12( 220%) 5( 38/)41-50
20( 0%) 1 7%)1 7%)51 and over 5( 9%)











Source: The Tourist Industry in Hong Kong by the Far East
Research Organization for the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, Sept.--Dec.,1971, by kind permission
of Hong Kong Tourist Association.
FIGURE 14
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOURIST PURCHASERS AS COMPARED WITH
THE TOURISTS VISITING HONG KONG DURING 19'71
The age distribution of the Chinese purchasers
consisted of a disproportionate number of teenagers and
youths. This made it necessary for us to cross-tabulate
the age distribution with the sex in order to find an
explanation for this phenomenon. Though the explanations
to be suggested would only be tentative, it was the belief
of the writer that a discussion-on the phenomenon would1
help to throw light on the problem of telephone interviews
in Hong Kong.
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Table VII showed the age and sex distribution of the
resondents of the Chinese purchasers.
TABLE VII








50 and over 05 5
TOTAL 48 7 55
1. Table VII showed that there was no female respondents
older than thirty. This was because housewives and elderly
women were largely illiterate. They were most probably
scared of such new things as telephone interview, so they
played it safe and refused to answer. Furthermore, the rec
recent rise in crime and violence in Hong Kong made them
more suspicious to strangers. A telephone interview might
be linked to the possibility of robbers trying to get some




2. On the other hand, the teenagers and the youths were
more likely to help because (1) it is the nature of young
people to help, (2) the technique of telephone interview
might had aroused interest in their youthful minds, (3) the
identification of the writer as a student of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong might had helped to overcome their
reluctance. This was most likely to be true. Of all the
valid telephone calls, 336 in all, nobody spoke harshly.
This was true even for the refusals.
3. There were only a few people in the age group of
thirty-one to forty in the sample. This might be due to the
fact that people in this group were more active members of
the society. Hence, they were more-likely to be away from
home in the evenings. This was especially so when the
interviews were done during the Easter holidays. (The
interviews were done from April 1 to April 5, 1972, whereas
the Easter holidays were from March 31 to April 3).
Table VIII showed the sex ratio of the respondents
of the second sample. Since the second sample was not a
probability sample, it would be meaningless to attempt to
test the significance of the difference between the sample
sex ratio and the population sex.ratio. Anyhow the sex
ratio of the Hong Kong tourist watch buyers in 1971 was
presented in Table IX for reference.
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SEX OF THE SECOND SAMPLE
SEX TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER
TOURISTS
ale 2 9 ( 6 2 % ) 1 9 ( 6 3 % )
1 4 ( 3 8 %
F emale 1 4 ( 3 8 % )
TOTA 4 3 ( 1 0 0 % ) 3 0 ( 1 0 0 %
TABLE IX
SEX RATIO OF THE HONG KONG TOURIST WATCH BUYERS
SEX RATIO OF SEX RATIO OF
SEX EOURISTS BUYIETOURISTS BUYINGOUESEX TOURISTS TS,
1 9 7 1
3 3 %M ale 6 9 . 8 %
3 0 . 2 % 2 3F emale 3 0 . 2 % 2 3 %
1 0 0 %
3 0 %
TOTA 1 0 0 %
* H ong R ourist A ssociation" D igest of A mual statisties
of V isitors to H ong K ong " , unpublishedreport .
of V isitors to H ong K ong " , unpublishedreport .
* A ssuming each tourist bought only one watch .
* * * " T he T ouristI ndustryin H ong K ong " by F ar E ast R esearch* * * " T he T ouristI ndstryin H onk K o bar ar E ast t
O rganizationf r the H ong K ong T ourist A ssociation,
S ept . - dec . , 1 9 7 1 , by kindpermissionor H ong K ong T ouristK ong T ourist
A ssociation.
NUMBER OF
1 1 ( 3 7 % )
DEC. , 1 9 7 1 * * *






III. SOCIAL CLASS AND INCOME
Occupational and educational information was used to
determine the social class position of the respondents.
Though the method was originally developed in U.S.A., its
application was still of limited use. It was especially so
since there is no social position index in Hong Kong. The
result of the social position of the respondents was shown
as:
TABLE X
SOCIAL CLASS POSITION OF THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESE









Cross-tabulating the social class position of the
Chinese purchasers with their income, it became possible to
see that the method used for social class positioning also
good for Hong Kong.
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TABLE XI
CROSS-TABULATION OF SOCIAL CLASS WITH INCOME




0II 1 1 2
III 0 43 7
IV 21 2 274
V 14 0 195
TOTAL 9 5539 7
However, from Table X on the lastpage, the social
class position of the Chinese purchasers could be seen to be
concentrated in the lower classes while the second sample
was more evenly dispersed. In the opinion of the writer,
this might be a biased view of the true situation. The
cause of this bias came from the method itself.
The method was originally used by Gano S. Evans in
U.S.A.53 Essentially occupations and educational levels
are each divided into seven categories with a scale score
assigned to each category. -Different weights are assigned
53For the detailed computational process, see
Appendix VI.
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to the occupational scale scores and the educational scale
scores. The sum of the weighted scores is then compared
with a list where different social classes have different
scores, thus determining the social class position of a
person.
When the occupational structure and the educational
structure in Hong Kong and U.S.A.were studied (shown in
Figure 16 and Figure 17), it was found that there is a
higher proportion of U.S. citizens receiving higher
education and better occupation than the citizens of Hong
Kong. Consequently most of the Hong Kong citizens would be
clustered in the lower social classes when measured by
U.S.A. standard. Purely by speculation, social class
positioning of the Hong Kong citizens might look like













BIAS OF THE HONG KONG SOCIAL CLASS DISTRIBUTION PATTERN













0 10 20 4030
Percentage to the total working population
Sources: ( 1 ) U . S . Bureau of the Census StatisticalAbstract
of the United States 1966 ( 87 th edition ) , Washington,
B . C . , 19 pp . 232 - 236 .
( 2 ) Hong Kong Government, Census and Statistics
DepartmentR port on the 1966 By - census, Vol - . II , Hong
Kong Government, Printing Department, 1968 . p . 150 .
FIGURE 16
OCCUPATIONALSTRUCTUREOF HONGKUNG , ( 1966 ) AND U . S . A . ( 1960 )
J ` ' The occupationalcategoriesare :
( I ) Executivesand proprietorsof large concerns and major
professions,
( II ) Managers and proprietor of medium concerns and minor
professions,
( ICI ) Administrativepersonnel of large concerns , owners of
small independentbusinesses , and semi - professionals,
( IV ) Clericla workers , sales workers , and technicians,
( V ) Skilledworkers,
VT ) Semiskilledworkers and












0 10 6020 7040 5030
Percentage to the total population over
twenty-five years of age
Sources: (1) U.S. Bureau of the Census Statistical Abstract
of the United States, 1968 (89th edition), Washington,
D.C., 19 8, p.110.
(2) Hong Kong Government, Census and Statistics
Department Report on. the 1966 By-Census, Vol.II, Hong
Kong Government Printing Department, 1968, pp.146-150.
FIGURE 17
EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE OF HONG KONG (1966) AND U.S.A. (1964-66
55The educational categories are nocthe same as that
used in the computation of social classes in Appendix VI.
U.S.A.
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In order to shift the distribution curve to a more
normal shape like the dotted line in Figure 15, the
occupational grouping and educational grouping should be
redefined. However, this would not be done in this thesis
because of the complication of the job concerned. Further-
more, the aim of the thesis was only to build Hong Kong
watch buyers' behavior models.
As for the second sample, the bias towards the higher
classes might be due to the reasons that (1) for tourists,
they should be people of higher classes, otherwise they
would not be able to visit Hong Kong on vacation.56 (2) for
the local non-Chinese, they were usually in a higher social
position than the Chinese. Hence, there were more higher
social class persons in the second sample and their incomes
were higher as shown in Table XII.
There was no respondent who claimed that his income
was below average or lower in the second sample. Hence, the
two reasons suggested to explain the social positioning of
the respondents of the second sample might be valid.
5bAccording to the "Digest of Annual Statistics of
Visitors to Hong Kong in 1971". (Hong Kong Tourist Associa-
tion, 1972), 85.9% of the tourists came here on vacation
and they must be wealthy enough to do so.
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IV. BRAND AND PRICE
Of the ninety-eitht respondents in the two samples,
nineteen brands of watches were reported, showing that there
is a great variety of brands available in Hong Kong. The
result was shown in fable XI I I.
In trying to explain the distribution of the brands,
it would be natural for one to want to know more about the
brand-image of the watches. Only then would the cross-
tabulation of the brands with the demographic variables make
sense. However, limited by a small sample and the focus of
the study, the writer did not attempt to explain the
distribution of the brands
The prices of the watches bought by the respona.ents
are shown in Table XIV.
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TABLE XIII
BRANDS OF WATCHES BOUGHT BY THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESE PURCHASERS SAMPLE TWO
BRANDS NUMBER BRANDS NUMBER
Citizen 15(27.0%) Seiko 16(37%)
GiraldTissot 9(16.5%) 6 (14 %)Perragaux
Seiko 6(11.0%) Rolex 6 (14%)

















PRICE OF THE WATCHESBOUGHT BY THE , RESPONDENTS
CHINESE SAMPLE TWOPRICE RANGE
PURCHASERS
LOCAL TOURISTS
UnderH . K . $ 300 7 ( 54% ) 16( 53. 5 % )47 ( 84 % )
H . K . $ 300- 1 , 000 11( 36. 5 % )4 ( 31% )8 ( 16% )
0AboveH . K . $ 1 , 000 2 ( 15% ) 3 ( 10. 0 % )
TOTAL 13 ( 100% )55 ( 100% ) 30 ( 100% )
At first glance , it might seem that social class
positioning was the main reason for the price distribution
of the Chinese purchasershown in Table XIV . However , there
were probably other reasons .
It was said by the major dealers that in the past two
or three years , the citizens of Hong Kong , especiallythe
working class , tended to be exhibitionists. They would buy
expensivewatches like Omega and Rolex in order to show off .
However , this was no longer true . increasingcrime and vio -
lence in the local society made most of them to give up the
method of buying expensive watches to show off . They changed
to the practice of changing - styles frequently . The result
was ( 1 ) an increase in the local watch consumptionrate and
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(2) increased sales of low-priced watches among the people
of lower social classes.
As for the second sample, the social class position-
ing of the respondents was more likely to be the reason for
the price distribution. A cross-tabulation of price of the
watches bought by the respondents and their social class
position was illustrated as follows:
TABLE XV
PRICE OF WATCHES BOUGHT BY PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT SOCIAL CLASSES,
RESPONDENTS OF THE SECOND SAE
PRICE SOCIAL CLASS TOTAL
I II III IV
Under H.K.$300 0 11 1 2311
H.K.$300-1,000 0 157 53
0Above H.K.$1,000 11 53
TOTAL 11721 434
V. REASON FOR BUYING A WATCH
The respondents in the Chinese purchasers sample and.
those in the second sample had very different reasons for
buying a watch as shown in Table XVI and Table XVI I.
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TABLE XVI
REASONSE FOR BUYING A WATCH
CHINESE PURCHASERS
NUMBER*REASOTS
O ld one worn 3 0 ( 5 4 . 5 % )
G ift for someone 1 0 ( 1 8 . 0 % )
F irst watch 7 ( 1 2 . 5 % )
I mpulsive buying 3 ( 5 . 5 % )
O ld one out of fashion 3 ( 5 . 5 % )
O ther reasons 2 ( 3 . 5 % )
T otal no . of respondents 5 5 ( 1 0 0 % )
* R espondentswere allowed to give more than one reason .
F or the C hinese purchasers, it seemed that most of
the buyings were done for replacement. T his was confirmed
by the major dealers who said that the watch market of
H ong K ong is saturated. I t is now commonthat a person
starts to own a watch at the age of eight or nine . I t is
also not surprising that a local citizen should owns two or
three watches .
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Table XVI showed that three respondents bought their
watches mainly because of impulse. Ftirthermore, three
other respondents bought their watches because they thought
their old ones were out of fashion. These indicated that a
watch is a fashionable commodity. This also helped to expl
explain the importance of style in a watch.
TABLE XVI I
REASONS FOR BUYING A WATCH
RESPONDENTS OF THE SECOND SAMPLE
REASONS NUrlIBERS
LOCAL TOURISTS
Cheap in Hong Kong 9 (69%) 21 (70%)
No answer 4 (31%) 6 (20%)
Plenty of choices 3 (23%)
1 (3%) 0 (0%)Good service in Hong Kong 3 (23%)
0( 0%)Impulsive buying 3 (10%)
0( 0%)Other reasons 4 (13%)
Total number of respondents 30(100%)13 (100%)
*The respondents were allowed to give more than one reason.
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As for the respondents of the second sample, a
majority of them bought a watch in Hong Kong because of
price. This confirmed the statements of two major dealers
who said thatwatchessold in Hong Kong are two or three
times cheaper than in countries like the United States,
Japan and the United Kingdom.
VI. INFORMATIONAL SOU SRC ES
A marked difference between the non-Chinese purchasers
and the Chinese citizens was found in the source from which
they obtained information to help them make their decision.
A detailed breakdown was given in Table XVIII.
It could be observed that 53% of the respondents in
the Chinese purchasers said that they did not specifically
seek any information before they went to buy their watches.
This might be so because (1) significative stimuli was more
important then symbolic stimuli in watch buying, (2) Hong
Kong has a vast network of watch retail shops with a large
number of brands. A. local citizens can easily satisfy his
information need.
However, it should be noted that the above reasoning




INFORMATIONAL SOURCES OF THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESEINFORIIATI ON SOURCES SAMPLE TWOPURCHASERS
LOCAL
CITIZENS TOURISTS
Advertisement l0 (18.0%) 6 (46%) 13 (43%)
TV/Radio 2 1
Newspaper 2 1 1
Catalogue 0 3 4
Magazine 0 1 6
Friend 6 (11.0%) 4(31%) 12 (40%)
Shopping/Shopper 5 (38%)9 (16.5%) 15 (17%0)
Other sources 04( 7.00%) 2( 7%)
No information/ 229 (53.0%) 6( 2 0%)
self decision
Total respondents 55( 100%) 30 (100%)13 (100%)
N.B. Respondents were allowed to mention as many as three
informational sources.
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It was useful to cross-tabulate the informational
sources of the Chinese purchasers with planned purchase
data. This was shown in Table XIX in the next page.
It could be seen in Table XIX that many of the
respondents made their final decisions inside the shop
without searching overtly for other sources of information.
Statistically, there was a significant correlation
between the overt search for infromati on and the purchase
decision. Calculating from Table XX that x2 value was
found to be 14.4; hence statistically significant at a 0.05
significance level.
TABLE XX
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE OVERT SEARCH FOR INFORMATION














CROSS-TABULATION OF INFORMATIONAL SOURCES AND
WHETHER THE PURCHASE IS PLANNED OR NOT




Advertisement 8 1 1
Friend 03 3
Shopping/Shopper 3 3 3
Other sources 13 0




N.B. Respondents were allowed to mention as many as three
informational sources.
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.In the second sample, there was a larger proportion
of respondents seeking information. This was especially so
for tourists. The reasons might be (1) Hong Kong was known
to be a shoppers' paradise, (2) a tourist coming to Hong
Kong was likely to buy a watch, (3) most of them were
planned purchases. (It was learned that during January-
August,1971, 810% of the watch purchases were planned, but
the percentage dropped to 60/ during September-December,
1971)0 57 Again, as these hypotheses were made from limited
evidence, causal studies would be needed to test them
statistically.
It could also be inferred from Table XVIII that the
most convenient sources of information were catalogues,
magazines and friends.
Since there were no other statistically significant
relations observable, the choice criteria of watch buying
would be covered in the next section.
VII. CHOICE CRITERIA OF WATCH BUYING
The choice criteria of watch buying were shown in
Table XXI.
57The Tourist Industry in Hong Kong, January-August,
1971 and The Tourist Industry in Hong Kong, September-
December, 1971 Far East Research Organization, Hong Kong




CHOICE CRITERIA OF THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESE SECOND SAMPLECHOICE CRITERIA
PURCHASERS
LOCAL TOURISTS
Style 38(69.0%) 8(61.5%) 20(66.5%)
Price 8(14.5%) 3(23.0%) 1( 3 0%)
Brand 6(11.0%) 4(31.0%) 5(16.5%)
Accuracy 5( 9.0%) 0( 0%) 2( 6.5%)
Special feature 5(16.5%)3( 5.5%) 0( 0%)
Quality 2(15.0%)2( 4.5%) 10(33.0%)
Others 2( 4.5%) 0( 0%) 0( 0%)
Total number of 13( 100%)55(100%) 30(100%)
respondents
N.E. The respondents were allowed to mention as many as
three choice criteria,
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For the Chinese purchasers, style was seen to be the
major criterion for watch buying. This conformed to the
findings in the preliminary survey, in the preliminary
survey, fifteen major dealers said that the following were
important factors for a watch to be successful.
TABLE XXII








Resale value 1( 7%)
Price 1( 7%)
1( CWQuality
Total number of dealers 15 (100%)
We might need a unified theory to put the important
choice criteria and the important factors for a watch to
be successful together. The writer suggested the following:
(1) A buyer had an evoked set of watches from which he
would choose a watch. (2) Generally, a buyer did not know
that he had an evoked set of watches in his mind. Instead,
he would choose from a limited number of brands.58 (3)Adver-
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tiling was important in inserting a particular brand of
watch into the evoked set of a particular buyer. (4) In
general, when a consumer entered a watch retail shop, he was
likely to have a pretty good knowledge about the watch he
was going to buy. (5) He would choose among the different
styles of one or two brands of watches. (6) Price was im-
portant for those who bought a watch mainly for time-keeping.
Again, further studies would have to be made to test
the above hypotheses.
As for the respondents of the second sample, style
again was the major consideration for choosing a particular
watch. However, quality and brand were also important. It
was difficult to see the reason that a tourist should stress
quality as a major criterion for buying a wa-cch. Nevertheless,
the writer sugges-'Ued that it might be possible that (1)
tourists coming to Hong Kong to buy a watch knew that it was
a chance too good to be lost, (2) one would tend to buy a
watch of high price, high quality and good brand.
58 It was said by the major dealers that local people
would mostly buy only famous brands. A watch must have
continuous and conspicuous advertising and promotion to make
it known as a famous watch,
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Hence , quality was taken as one of the important
choice criteria .
VII . PURCHASEPLANNEDOR NOT
As to the question of whether or not the respondents
were influenced by shop - keepers , the following result could
be shown in Table XXIII .
TABLE XXIII
PREPAREDNESSOF THE PURCHASES MADE BY THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESE SECOND SAMPLEPURCHASEPLANNED OR NOT
PURCHASERS
LOCAL TOURIST
Planned and fixed 24( 43. 5 % ) 22( 73% )13 ( 100% )
Planned and changed 0 ( 0 % )5 ( 9 . 0 % ) 3 ( 1096)
Not planned 0 ( 0 % )26( 47. 5 % ) 5 ( 17% )
TOTAL 55 ( 100% ) 30 ( 100)13 ( 100% )
The reasons that the large proportion of the Chinese
purchasers who went to retail shops unplanned were already
discussedin the section of " informationalsources " . On the
other hand , an equally large proportion of the Chinese
purchaserswas found to be uninfluencedby the shop - keeper .
This helped to verify hypothesis( 4 ) on page 104 .
For the second sample , purchases were mostly planned
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It might be suggested thatthis was because (1) most of the
non-Chinese purchasers, especially the tourists, were
unfamiliar with the local environment, (2) in order not to
to be cheated by the shop-keepers, they were well-prepared
before buying watches in Hong Kong.
IX. USAGE EXPERIENCE
On the question of usage experience, the following
result is shown:
TABLE XXIV
USAGE EXPERIENCE OF THE RESPONDENTS
CHINESE SECOND SAMPLEEXPERIENCED OR NOT
PURCHASERS
LOCAL TOURISTS
Owned before, the immediately
previous one 0( 0%)5( 9.0%) 6( 20.%)
owned before, not the immedi-
ately previous one 3( 5.5%) 1( 8%) 2( 6.5%)
Somebody in the family owned
the watch before 0( 0%)1( 2.0%) 2( 6.5%)
Not owned before 12(92%) 20(66.5%)46(83.5%)
TOTAL 55( 100%) 13( 100%) 30( 100%)
Because of the undue clustering of the answer, "not
owned before". no attempt was made to explain the distribu-
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tion shown in Table XXIV. it was presented only as a
survey result. It might be interesting to see the difference
in the behavior of repeated buyers and the non-repeated.
buyers. However, the number of repeat buyers was too small
in both samples to warrant such an effort.
X. ADDITIONAL INFORIMIATION ABOUT TOURIST BUYING OBTAINED
BY INTERVIEWING MAJOR DEALERS
The following section dealt with the information
obtained by interviewing the major dealers. Seven major
dealers were interviewed in the thesis study, and there
were conflicting opinions about what they saw as the true
situation of the watch trade. Only opinions agreed on by
,most of the seven major dealers were presented
Japanese Tourists
Most Japanese tourists came to Hong Kong in groups.
Since they did not stay in Hong Kong for a long time, they
had well-clustered schedules for shopping and sightseeing.
Most of their purchases were made in prescribed
retail shops and they did not trust others. This was
especially true for important purchases like watches and
jewelry,
The Japanese aome here to buy expensive watches like
Patek Philippe, Vacheron-Constantin, Rolex and Omega. They
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also buy Rado watches. On the other hand, they never bought
Japanese made watches because the price difference in Hong
Kong and Japan was not high enough. (Because of taxes and
tariff, the price of a Swiss watch sold in Japan is in
general 100% higher than that sold in Hong Kong. As for a
Japanese made watches the price difference is only 20%-30%).
Most of the Japanese buy watches for their ovum use.
However, some watches were also resold for profit making.
Other Tourists
For the U.S.A. tourists, they were more interested in
cameras than watches. Mostly they buy Seiko watches. It
might be so because they are just replacing their Timex
watches with one: of equitable style and price, yet higher in
quality.59 For the wealthier ones, Rolex and Omega vwatches
were also purchased.
As for the South-East Asians, many of them were
tourist-jobbers buying watches like Rolex, Omega, Rado, Seiko
and Titoni. Since a tourist-jobber only buys the prevailing
brands, the above-mentioned brands might be inferred to be
59Though this was a statement agreed by the major
dealers, other evidence can be found to support it. The
prevailing sales of the Timex watch was report it. The
Yankelovich "New Criteria for Marketing Segmentationtt"
Harvard Business Review, March-April, 1964, p.86.
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prevailingbrands in S . E . Asia . Besides tourist - jobbers ,
some of the South - East Asians would also buy for their own
use or for their friends .
As for tourists of other nationalities, there was no
generalizationon their buying behavior .
XI . ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONABOUT LOCAL WATCH BUYIN
OBTAINED BY INTERVIEWING MAJOR DEALERS
Skilled Labor
Many skilled workers , especially those in the cons -
truction industry , have a watch buying frequency as high as
once every few months . The reasons were : ( 1 ) they had
fairly high income, ( 2 ) many of them are gamblers, ( 3 ) when
they are short of money , they pawn or sell their watches ,
( 4 ) when they have an extra income, they buy a new watch ,
( 5 ) furthermore, their working conditionsare rough . Hence
their watches are easily broken . ( 6 ) Since they do not
usually buy expensive watches , many of the broken watches
are simply discarded and a new watch bought for replacement.
( 7 ) When a new style of watch appears, some of the people
simply pawn their old watch and buy a new one .
One consequenceof these is the nabi t of buying
watches with relatively high resale value . Examples are
Rolex and Seiko .
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Old Watch Market 60
Most of the watches pawned are not meant to be
redeemed. They go to the old watch market. Since most of
them were only used for several months, they can be reno-
vated to look just like brand-new ones. Some eaters buy to
resell them as new ones hence earning extra profits.
Presumably this practice harms the reputation of the
dealers concerned, but it is an existing practice.
Fake Watch bJ
In the above section, the practice of renovating old
watches was discussed. Comparatively speaking, this Vas
not too bad a practice because the new buyer still obtains
a genuine watch made by a reputable manufacturer.
60 This section was related in interviews with two
major dealers. It was so interesting that the writer found
it necessary to report them. Furthermore, it was most likely
to be true when compared with other reports in the local
4th May,1972)newspapers, (e.g. Sing Pao Daily News. (成报)
61 This is a well-known phenomenon of the Hong Kong
watch trade. it was widely published in newspapers and
magazines (e. g. Far Eastern Economic Review, 28th Nov. ,1971,
4. 192 Sing Taop.33 Sing Pao Daily News ( 成 报 )
April 61972 HongKong CommerclalEvening News （ 星 乌 晚 报 )
Daily April ana bin rao 新 报 )港 商
Sept13,1972).
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On the other hand, there are watches assembled in
Hong Kong which carry the brand name of a reputable manu-
facturer. The practice can sometimes be as bad as assembling
a Roskopf movement into a gold-plated case marked Rolex,
Omega, Seiko or some other famous brands and selling them
as genuine Rolex, Omega, Seiko or others. The profit margin
can be 200% to 1,000%.
This practice of selling fake watches is a prevailing
one among dealers selling to tourists. It has strongly
hurt the name of Hong Kong as a shopper's paradise .
Consequently, the Hong Kong Tourist Association urges
tourists to buy from member shops.62 Indeed, this might be
one of the reasons that the Japanese tourists do not
usually buy in a shop that is not prescribed by their travel
agents,
Customer Loyalty
Brand loyalty is not a common phenomenon in the local
market. However, consumers are quite loyal to dealers.
During a visit to a major dealer, the writer observed that
a couple in their fifties came all the way from the
Aberdeen District to the Causeway Bay District in order to
62 Map , pamphlet of the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, no.19, 1971.
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buy a watch from that particular retail shop. It was
learned that for twenty years they had bought their watches
in the same shop. Over the years, dealer loyalty was built
up. Hence, even though it took them an hour to travel from
Aberdeen to the dealer's, they still came to buy in the
shop they trusted.
There.were a number of reasons for this phenomenon
of dealer loyalty: (1) Watch prices are not uniform in Hong
Kong, (2) Being familiar with a retailer would guarantee
that the price charged would not be much higher than what
should be paid for; (3) Watches are commodities with fairly
high selling prices, familiarity with a retailer avoids the
risk of buying a renovated watch or a fake watch (5) A
watch needs repair and maintenance, to be an old customer
of a retail shop helps to reduce this cost.
A person is an old customer to a retail shop if he
shops frequently there yet watches are not to be consumed
weekly or monthly. Hence an old customer is one who
introduces friends and relatives to a retail shop which he
is familiar with. These customer-links are very important
to watch dealers because old customers comprise the majority
of the local watch business.
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Market Segmentation
Most of the major dealers cater to both tourists and
local citizens. For a minor dealer, he is most likely to
cater for only one segment of the market, but not both.
Regional Preference
It was learned that the Enicar watch prevailed among
people from Shanghai and the Titoni watch prevailed among
the people from Amoy. This phenomenon could be traced to
history. However, since the writer did not gather enough
historical information on the watch business of old China,
this would not be discussed in detail. The writer would just
like to point out that this kind of regional preference is a
manifestation of the existence of the influence on watch
buyers from particular regional subcultures.
CHAPTER VI
MODELS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR FOR WATCHES
Essentially model building is a, method of collapsing
the data collected into one or more graphical summaries, In
this study, two different kinds of models were built.
I. FLOW MODELS
First Flow Model
The first model was one indicating the flow of the
watches in and out of Hong Kong market. This was the flow
diagram of Figure 12 on page 52. It was reproduced here and
presented as Flow Model (No. 1) in Figure 18.
Second Flow Model
To build up the flow model (No. 2), a list of findings
of the study was presented. However, since the findings were
not conclusive, they were presented only as hypotheses.
Hypothesis F 1 (see p.45 & pp.112-3)
There were two groups of retailers, one dealt mainly with
tourists and the other dealt mainly with the local citi-
zens. Major dealers deal with both local consumers and
tourists.
Hypothesis F 2 (see p.110)
The practice of selling fake watches was a prevailing
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Hypothesis F 3 (see p.110)
The practice of renovating old watches was also a usual
practice in Hong Kong.
Hypothesis F 4 (see p.110)
The source of old watches for renovation was mainly from
those pawned by local gamblers.
Hypothesis F 5 (see p.78)
The tourists buying watches in Hong Kong were Japanese
(49%)t U.S.A. (18%)j S. E .Asian (10%), European (8%),
Australian/New Zealanders (8%) and others (7%)
Combining the hypotheses, the follow model (No. 2) was
developed and shown in Figure 19.
II* DECISION MAKING PROCESS MODELS
Local Chinese Buyers
Hypothesis L 1 (see p.95)
The major reasons for a local citizen to buy a watch
were replacement buying (54.5%), gift (18%), first watch
(12.5%) and buying for fashion (11%).
Hypothesis L 2 (see p.98)
Most of the local citizens 03%) did not search overtly
before buying a watch and they were largely unplanned.
On the other hand, for those who did search overtly, they
had good idea of what they wanted before entering a
retail shop.
Hypothesis L 3 (see p.103)
Advertising was an important factor for a watch to be
successful.
Hypothesis L 4 (see p.113)
Regional preference of the brands of watches was well-
known among the major retailers.
Hypothesis L 5 (see p.102)
The-choice criteria exhibited by local watch buyers
were found to be style (69%), price (14.5%), brand (11%),
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Hypothesis L 6 (see p.100)
Almost half of the process of evaluating alternatives
was done in retail shops since it was found that 47%
of the purchases were unplanned and 9% were planned but
changed after went to the retail shop.
Hypothesis L 7 (see p.109)
One of the motives for buying a watch was exhibitionism.
Hypothesis L 8 (see p.111-2j
Many of the dealers derived their business from old
customers.
Hypothesis L 9 (see p.100)
83.5% of the local consumers were not experienced with
the brand of watch that they bought, i.e. most of them
were not brand-loyal.
Hypothesis Z 10 (see p.93)
84% of the local consumers bought watches below HK300
and the rest between HK$300 and HK$1,000.
From the above hypotheses, a decision making process
model of local Chinese buyers was shown in Figure 20.
the decision making process postulated in the model
of Figure 20 followed that suggested by games F. Engel 63
and was limited to suit the purpose of the study.
The purpose of the study in building the model was to
summarize the research findings into a compact frame of
reference to facile. gate decision making.
For example, it was seen that most local consumers
63James F. Engel Consumer Behavior: Selected Readings
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PROBLEM EXTERNAL SEARCH EVALUATION OF PURCHASE
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Gift 18%
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Brand 11% Before entering the
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A DECISION MAKING PROCESS MODEL
Most of the consumers
bought form familiar
OF HONG KONG LOCAL WATCH BUYERS dealers
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choose their watch by style, hence this should be stressed in
advertisements. In the shop, point-of-purchase material is
important. Furthermore, it was found that significative
stimuli were important sources of information, the style
of the watch must stand out and be displayed in order to
attract the attention of prespective condoners.
Another point observed was that most of the local
Chinese consumers were not brand-loyal. Hence advertising
should be continuous and conspicuous.
A Segment of Tourists Buying Watches in Hong Kong
The model developed was generalized from the tourist
purchasers.
Hypothesis T 1 (see p.96)
The major reasons for tourists buying watches in Hong
Kong were price of the watch (70%), impulsive buying
(10%), and others (23%).
Hypothesis T 2 (see p.98)
The major sources of information for a tourist buying
a watch in Hong Kong were advertisement (43%), friends
(40%) and others (30%).
Hypothesis T 3 (see p.102)
The choice criteria exhibited by tourists buying watches
in Hong Kong were style (66.5%), quality (33%), brand
(16.5%) and special features (16.5%).
Hypothesis T 4 (see p.105)
73% of the tourists buying watches in Hong Kong were plan-
ned and fixed before entering the retail shop.
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Hypothesis T 5 (see p.106)
66.5% of the tourists buying watches in Hong Kong were
not considered to be experienced in watch purchasese
Hypothesis T 6 (see p.108)
Some tourists were motivated by profit. They bought
the prevailing brands for resale.
Hypothesis T 7 (see p.93)
53.5% of the tourists bought watches below HK$300,
36.5% of them bought watches between HK$300 and HK$l,000
and 10% above HK$l,000.
The decision making process postulated in the model
of Figure 21 was the same as that postulated for the decision
making process model of local Chinese buyers. Similar con-
clusions could be made from this model as those illustrated
in the Drevious section.
Since the aim of the study was to illustrate the
method of model building, it can now be seen that the
purpose has been fulfilled. The remaining job is to draw
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The aim of the writer in doing this thesis was to
find out the possibility of applying empirical model building
techniques to consumer research. In testing out this method
of model building in a practical problem situation, obstacles
were uncovered and methods were developed to overcome them.
Watch was chosen as the object of the study because it happen-
ed that the writer had interest in this field. it has become
clear that this method could be applied to other products.
It was found by the writer that:
(1) One of the difficulties met in building such a model was
a deficiency in theoretical knowledge of consumer buying
behavior. his was so because model-building is indeed a
sophisticated s tell frow the conventional type of market
survey. This technique requires a higher level of abs-
traction and was most demanding on the part of the re-
searcher,
(2) Another difficulty met in the process of model building
was the unfamiliarity of the writer with the local watch
business. This was especially so since there was not
much secondary data available on this particular business.
As the aim of the writer was to find out the feasibility
of applying the method of model building in marketing
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research, this difficulty offered little obstruction. It
just showed that the writer had chosen a difficult field
in which to test his research ability.
t3) To summarize, it might be justified to say that the writer
had found that the method of model building was feasible
and useful when the method was applied to the Hong Kong
watch buyer's behavior. The obstacles met were genuine
but could be overcome by competence in research methodo-
logy.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the aim of the writer was attained to a fair
degree, it is incumbent on the writer to recommend this
method of model building to marketing research practitioners.
Many hypotheses were developed from t1e data. These
hypotheses are plausible from the point of theoretical con-
sideration; however, they should be tested statistically
before being accepted as proven facts. It would certainly
be rewarding for those of the watch trade to explore the
findings developed in this study more fully.
In the course of model building much details were lost
in favor of a clear and concise presentation of the findings.
For practical purposes, this could be remedied by exhibiting
detailed data in appendices so as to give management a chance
125
to delve into the research data more deeply, lmpor Lant facts
not used by the researcher might be discovered in this wa.
Since the purpose of the study was to test and illust-
rate the model building method, the writer did not feel the
need to present the detailed research data in the body of the
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HONG KONG IMPORT AND RE-EXPORT OF WATCHES ANID RELATED
COMMODITIES 1961 -1971
COTT TTTRRTRADE 1961 1962 1963
Import Switzerland 108,225,152116,350,819 $122,592,138
Japan 1,78U,243 2,955,395 3,842,049
Others 7 726 054 1192489339 10,0199568
Total 136,796,472125,863,116 122,086,769
Re-export Total 30,656,0132,218,60333,564,642
Retained Total 92,298,474 104,577,069
1964TRADE COUNTRIES 1965 1966
Import Switzerland 107,397,231 114,611,412 132,468,286
Japan 8,752,305 18,678,197 36,348,189
Others 12,200,62815,188,321 14,554,437
Total 183,170,912145,490,23131,337,85
Re- expos Total 482,260,50936,800,757 58,957,758
Retained Total 94,537,100 97,229,727 124,213,154





82,113,770Re- export Total 108,054,74971,501,033
Retained Total 238,907,126 348,765,404176,642,621
Source: Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department, Hong Kong
Statistics--Imports and Re-exports, (Hong Kong Census and




HONG KONG IMPORT AND RE-EXPORT OF WATCHES AND RELATED
COMMODITIES 1961-1971





Re-export Total 134,362,283 177,522,120
Retained Total 407,527,739 $452,550,700
Source: Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department, Hong
Kona Trade Statistics--Imports and Re-exports, (Hong Kong
Census and Statistics Department, Dec.1961--Dec.1971)
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TABLE XXVI
HONG KONG IMPORT AND RE-EXPORT OF COMPLETED WATCHES
1861-1971
IMPORT RE-EXPORT RETAINED
YEAR VALUE UNIT VALUE UNIT TALUE UNIT
millions) (thousands) (millions) (thousands) (miffions) (thousands)
1961 118.48 2320 30.45 799 88.03 1521
1962 130.62 2397 30.30 100.32966 1451
196 112.68 1689 128437.26 75 42 403
1964 121.29 1468 117735.51 29185.78
1965 126.47 1668 47.52 1639 2978.95
1966 151.17 1964 102657.30 93.87 958
1967 197.22 2502 69.88 868 154127.34
1968 255.88 80.533049 175.35974 2075
1969 103.61354.75 1123 251.143754 2651
1970 408.40 129.73 14814214 67 2755
1971 168.23440.18 20494525 271.80 2476
Source: Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics--Imports and Re-export. (Hong Kong Census and Statistics
Department, Dec.1961- Dec.1971).
APPENDIX II
HOWARD-SHETH THEORY OF BUYER BEHAVIOT
The followings were taken from the book The Theory
of buyer Behavior by John A. Howard and Jagdish N. Sheth
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1969). The model was
taken from page 54 of the book and the explanations taken
from pages 415 - 420
P plane C plane P plane
Hypothetical constructs































HOWARD & SHETH'S MODEL OF BUYER BEHACIOR
64J.A.Howard & J.N.Sheth,The Theory of Buyer Behavior, (John Wiley & Sons
1969), p. 54.
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DEFINITIONS OF CENTRAL CONCEPTS
I. HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCTS
1. Attention--the degree of "openness" of the buyer's
sensory receptors for a particular feature of a specific
Stimulus Display and a consequent narrowing of the range of
objects to which the buyer is responding. It is one of the
three sources by which the buyer controls the nature of the
flow of information into his nervous system. The other two
sources are overt Search and Perceptual Bias.
2. Overt Search--the process by which the buyer selects
a particular element of the Stimulus Display in order to
clarify the descriptive and evaluative cognitions related to
a brand or the product class as well as to satisfy motives
such as novelty or to clarify the saliency of motives in a
given situation. It involves at the least the buyer shifting
his head, for example, and extends at the other extreme to
seeking out and talking with particular people in order to
obtain the information he wants and to formal search efforts.
Hence it extends to extensive thinking, to manipulating the
symbols acquired in the process of exerting the physical
movement. It is a central device the buyer has for
regulating his information input.
3. Perceptual Bias--a complex process consisting of the
perceptual and cognitive devices whereby the buyer distorts
or changes the meaning of the information he has already
taken into his nervous system through Attention. A number of
sub-processes make it up such as sensory integrations, each
consisting of a number of hypothetical constructs. The
output of this total process is the stimulus-as-coded(s-a-c).
4. Stimulus Ambiguity--the lack of clarity of the
Stimulus Display in communicating the descriptive and
evaluative aspects of the brand and product class and the
nature of motives. This lack of clarity is in itself satis-
fying for such motives as the need for novelty. It is the
tendency for motives as the need for novelty. It is the
tendency for Stimulus Display to be seen in two or more ways.
5. Motives--the biogenic or psychogenic needs, wants, or
desires of the buyer in buying and consuming a product class.
They include the consciously sought goals that are considered
to determine behavior. Motives have two elements. First,
there is an energizing or arousing effect which gives impetus
to behavior. Second, there is a directional effect which
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drives the individual toward one particular brand instead of
another. Some of the motives are related to the product class
at hand and so are called relevant motives. if not related
at all to the product class under investigation, they are ir-
relevant. Relevant motives can be specific or nonspecific,
"specific" referring to those motives that are served only by
the product class at hand.
6. Choice Criteria--a cognitive state of the buver that
reflects those attributes of the brands in the product class
that are salient in the buyer's evaluation of a bind. These
attributes are intimately related to the buyer's motives that
are relevant to this product class in the sense that the
product class has the potential for satisfying them.
7. Brand Comprehension--a cognitive state of the buyer
that reflects the extent to which the buyer has sufficient
knowledge to exhibit well--defined criteria for identifying
and discussing brands in his evoked set but not for evalua-
ing them. Evoked set is defined as those brands the buyer
considers when he contemplates purchasing a unit of the
product class. Evoked set is a central concept because it
delimits the nature of the problem by setting the field of
choice.
8. Attitude--a cognitive state that on a number of
dimensions reflects the extent to which the buyer prefers
in terms of Motives each brand in his evoked set in relation
to all other brands in that set. It represents only a
directive motivational effect, not an energizing or arousal
effect.
9. Intention--a cognitive state that reflects the bulyer's
plan to purchase some specified number of units of a particu-
lar brand in some specified time period given his Attitude,
his confidence, and his perception of those constraints that
inhibit the effects of Attitude in the direction of the
choice. The inhibitors can be classified but not mutually
exclusives as ex ante--those the buyer expects to encounter--
and ex post--those looking backward in time from the purchase
that he did encounter. Examples of these inhibitors are
social influence, high price, lack of availability of the
brand such as in the local retail store and the time available
for the purchase process. Intention is the uncompleted por-
tion of that plan to purchase. Relevant and irrelevant motives
affect Intention to buy a brand which results in a direct
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causal relation between Motives and Intention.
10. Confidence--the degree of certainty that a buyer
subjectively experiences with respect to the ex pcctec? value
of his denotative abstractions (Brand. Comprehension), his
connotative abstractions (Attitude), his situational ab, tro.c--
tions (Intention), and his abstractions about his .u)C,.stpurhase
experience.
11. Satisfaction---satisfaction is a mental state of being
adequately or inadequately rewarded in a buying situation for
the sacrifice the buyer has undergone. T he adequacy is the
consequence of matching actual past porch use e r,er.ience with
the reward that was expected from the brand in termui of its
potential to satisfy the motives served by the particular
product class. It includes not only the reward from consump-
tion of the brand but any other reward received in the pur-
chasing and consuming process.
II. INTERVENING VARIABLES AS CONSTRUCTS
A. Out put Variables
1. Atteniont--some psychophysical measure that conveys
the opening and closing of the buyer t s various sensory
receptors such as fixation of the eyes or pupil dilation,
indicating concentration or the lack of it in a specified
Stimulus Display.
2. Brand Comprehension' --thee completeness of the buyer' s
verbal description of each brand of a product or service on
a set of bipolar adjectival scales that serve to communicate
about the denotative meaning of the brand to others. It
does not include the buyer's evaluation of the brand. It
includes all brands in the buyer's evoked set, that set of
brands he considers when he contemplates the purchase of a
product class. Although comprehension is often used by the
layman to refer to a process, it is used here strictly as a
state construct.
3. Attitude' --the buyer's evalua uiun U1 cL U1_ cL. iu VL
vice as measured--either verbally or self-administered--on
a set of bipolar scales reflecting salient purchase criteria
common to the product class in which the brand is one element
of the class,
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4. Intention'--a verbal statement or combination of
statements by the buyer in response to a question about the
strength of his intention to buy a unit of the -rand during
some specific time period.
. urcnase -any visible, overt, obj ectively discernible
act that entails exchange of r-roods or services: or some
consideration and can be taken to reliably indicate a finan--
cial commitment to a certain brand in a s-oecified unit aiiiount.
It need not necessarily be an irrevocable commitment but-some
act that by custom and usage it accepted as a commit r ent. It
refers only to a particular act or series o f acts in the total
purchase process.
b e Product Class-Comprehansion' ----the buyer's verbal des-
cription of the denotative an connotative characteristics
of the product class where product class is defined as the
set of brands at the buyer views as cloely substituable in
meeting his needs. Connotative refers to those character-
istics by which he judges this set of brands in terms of the
respective set of needs: his Choice Criteria, Denotative
applies to those attributes by whiche identifies it and
describessit to others,
Finally, there is a typology or set of classes of
buyer decision processes in terms of the amou t of search
activity being carried out by the buyer, and these classes
are analogous to the output intervening variables but
necessarily represent large aggregates of behavior.
7. Routinized Response Behavior---the buyer is not only
very familiar with the product class but with all brands in
his evoked set so that the only information that he needs has
to do with the values of the inhibitors that constitute his
purchasing plan which underlies his Intention. The buyer has
a definite preference for one brand over other brands in his
evoked set.
8. Limited Problem Solving--the buyer has .rell-formed
Choice Criteria, hence a well-defined product class concept.
His Attitude, though positive towards brands in his evoked
set, is not strongly favorable to any one brand because his
information to judge one of them is inadecjuo.te.
9. Extensive Problem Solving--the buyer does not have
well-formed Choice Criteria and does not have a product
class concept. He needs information to provide the basis
for forming his Choice Criteria, and correspondingly he has
very limited preference( attitude) for any one brand.
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10. Response Sequence--the network of relations Smong
the output intervening variables such as Attention', Brand
Comprehension', Attitude', intention', and Purchase although
we do not exclude the intervening counterparts of the other
hypothetical constructs. It is a process operating over time
and summarizing the functional relations among these inter-
vening variables. We think of it as being quantitatively
described by a set of simultaneous equations that represent
the network.
B. Input Variables
1. Stimulus Display--a physical event(s) to which the
buyer is exposed and that stirs or prods the buyer, is ex-
ternal to the buyer and is associated with sensory processes.
Stimulus Display is classified into three types: Significative,
Symbolic, and Social. This is not an exhaustive classifica-
tion because it omits such things as pages of Consumer Reports
(symbolic, noncommercia.l) and the salesman's comments, (social,
commercial) but it will suffice for most purposes.
This definition is in contrast to internal stimuli
which are a part of a buyer's organized cognitions related to
the product class and the specific brands. Internal stimuli
are the internal effects that are created by the external
physical event. Contextual cues are those outside stimulus
Display.
2. Signiticative Simuli--those impersonal, external
stimuli, unidimen is oval or multidimensional, produced by the
commercial activity on the part of the compan, in displaying
the physical brand as a total entit.
3. Symbolic Stimuli--impersonal, external stimuli, uni-
dimensional or multidimensional, produced by commercial signs
may be linguistic (the spoken word), orthographic (the printed
word), or pictorial( a picture of cartoon).
4. Social Stimuli--those stimuli, unidirrensional or multi-
dimensional, that emanate from other people, particularly the
buyer's friends and relatives, and provide the buyer with.
information about the product class, the brand, or the acts
of purchasing or consuming the brand. These may be linguistic
or nonlinguistic such as the other person's grimaces or
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other physical movements that transmit information to other
people.
5. Stimulus-as-Coded--an internal stimulus that results
from the influence of such things as Motives, and Attitudes,
on the original sensory input from the attributes of the
objective stimulus. It is the result of a coding process in
which the attributes of the objective external physical event
are modified by the hypothetical constructs of Attention and
Perceptual Bias to yield an internal event that is an input
to the learning subsystem.
III. EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
1. Importance of Purchases--a variable in the buyer' s
frame of reference that corresponds to intensity of Motives.
It is product-class-specific only and does not distinguish
among brands. It is the saliency of one product class with
respect to another. It includes criteria on which the buyer
can ordervarious product classes on intensity of motives.
It is variously labelled degree of involvement, importance of
cognitions, importance of the task, and seriousness of the
consequences.
2. Personality Traits--enduring dispositions or qualities
of a person that account for his relative consistency in
emotional, temperamental, and social behavior. They are
traits that account for differences among people. They con-
tain motivational elements on which people differ out these
are anchored to more basic motives.
3. Financial Statu--the quantity of funds that a buyer
expects to have available for expenditure on goods and
services during some specified time period. It is a function
of current income or saved past income (assets).
4. Time Pressure--the inverse of the amount of time the
buyer has available to perform the behavior involving the
purchase and consumption acts associated with a particular
product class and the information seeking that precedes the
purchase act. The time available at the disposal of the
buyer as defined above is determined by the subjective
evaluation of some units of appropriate time he should set
aside to do the task properly. This concept incorporates
momentary instead of long-term changes in the time available
for the purchasing activity.
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5. Social and Organizational Setting--this variable
involves two separate but closely related ideas. First, the
"social" aspect of the setting of the buyer's purchase and
consumption acts refer to the loose social arrangement
implied by the term reference group. By the latter we mean
any group with which the buyer identifies and/or compares
himself to such an extent that he tends to adopt its stand-
ards, attitudes, and behavior as his own. This group pro-
vides a social anchoring for the buyer whereby his brand
judgements and purchase and consumption acts are influehced
by this relationship as well as by other facts that he
perceives. Second, the organizational aspects of the
purchase and consumption setting refers to the much more
structured arrangement represented by such formal organiza-
tion, as a company. It is the environment in which the
industrial buyer, distributive buyer, and institutional
(governmental, nonprofit, etc.) buyer carries out his pur-
chasing activity, We also include family as informal
organization having an environment similar to that of the
formal organization.
6. Social Class--a description of the condition that
society is divided into classes, some of which are viewed by
members of the society as being more important than others.
In a society these classes can be ranked according to the
views of its members as to the value of each class in term
of its contribution to the society as a whole. As implied
by the style-of-life concept, empirically, these classes are
not clearly demarcated but instead represent arbitrary cuts
across a continum of status positions.
7. Culture--a selective man-made way of responding to
experience, consisting of patterns of behavior transmitted
from person to person. In general, it reflects a sense of
homogeneity among people bound togs ether and separated from
other sets of people by various physical boundaries. its
essential core consists of a tradition and especially its
attached values, a system of subcultures, and a set of
universals.
APPS 1DIX III
LIST OF BRANDS OF WA`1 CHES REPRESENTED IN HONG KONG
Amida Angelus Any
Audemars-Piguet Baume Mercier Breitling
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Longines Looping Mi d o










Vacheron- Con st ant-inUniversalUlysse Nardin
WalthamVul c ainValgine
r
ZodiacZenith 天 马 士 表
世 车 表 真 佳 表
brands that appeared in Hong Kong Importers of Swiss
watches, (Swiss Watch Industry Information Centre,
July 1, 1971), but not advertised in the local mass
media during January 1970- December 1971.
Sources: 1. Hong Kong Importers of Swiss Watches, (Swiss
Watch Industry Information Centre, July 1, 1971.
2. Bulova International Ltd.
APPENDIX I
Numerical Data:
(1) Populatjon at the end of 1971 = 4,064,000
(2) Local consumption rate 0.1.
2,475,566(3) Unit of watches retained in H.K, in 1971




The scheme of calculate on is to assume that (1), (2)
(3), and (4) are correct and to see if (5) is reasonable
or not.





Buying in Hong Kong
Buying
smuggling= 2,480,000- 4,000,000 x 0.l-- 300 2000
= 1,780,000
.smuggling: over-the-counter sales
1,780,000: ( 400, 000+ 300, 000)
2.54: 1
Comparing the ratio with t 5), it can be seen that the
estimates are reasonable an fairly consistent.
APPENDIX V
QUEST IOINTAIR E
1. What was the brand of watch that you bought?
2. At what price range was it bought?
below HK$300 HK$300--HK$l,000 over HK%1,000}
3. What caused you to think of buying a watch?
4. Before you decided on the brand and style of the watch
that you wanted to buy, what kind of information ources
did you consult? (Probe for others after initial answer)
5. Why did you choose that particular watch? (Probe any
other reasons that you can think of (up to 3))
6. Is the watch that you bought the same as the one that you
originally planned to buy? (If there is a difference, ask
why)
7. Did you own this brand of watch before? (If res, when?
Was it the immediately previous brand or were there




The following eight questions are used for purpose of
classification only. Your name is not needed and you
will not be identified in any way. Please fill the.
appropriate spaces with(.) or words.
1. The Primary purpose of the purchase is:
for your own use as a gift for someone
a Friend asked you to buy it for him/her
other reason
2. Residence:
local tourist (first time here)
tourist (many times here) otner
3. The occupation of the head of your family
4. Nationality:
Chinese Japane s C American
European Other (please specify)
5. Years of education (head of the family only)
6 years or below 7 to 9 years
13 to 14ears10 to 12 years
17 Tears or above15 to 16 years
b. Your age:
under 20 21-30 31-40
above 6041-50 51-60
7. When compared with other families of your country, you
would rank your family income as:
very low low below average




我 係 中 国 大 學 研 究 院 嘅 學 生 ， 一 家 做 緊 一 個 手
錶 嘅 調 查 ， 請 問 你 可 唔 可 以 用 五 分 鐘 左 右 嘅 時 間 來
回 答 幾 個 問 題 ？
1 ） 請 問 你 係 呢 一 年 內 有 木 有 買 過 手 錶 ？
( 如 果 係 无 ， 咁 唔 知 你 屋 企 人 有 无 呢 ？
如 果 有 ， 唔 知 你 可 唔 可 以 介 绍 佢 呢 接 受
訪 問 呢 ？
2 ） 你 買 嗰 雙 錶 係 乜 牌 子 呀 ？
3 ） 大 約 係 乜 嘢 價 錢 呢 ？
4 ） 點 解 你 要 買 過 一 雙 錶 呢 ？
5 ） 點 解 你 會 揀 呢 雙 錶 呢 ？ （ 重 有 无 其 他 原 因 呢 ？ （ 最
多 三 個 ） ） 。
6 ） 你 未 入 個 個 鋪 頭 之 前 ， 有 无 諗 過 買 一 双 乜 野 牌 子
或 者 款 式 的 錶 呢 ？
（ 如 果 有 ， 咁 你 所 買 的 係 唔 係 同 原 定 計 劃 一 樣 呢 ？ ）
7 ） 係 决 定 買 邊 雙 牌 子 同 埋 邊 個 款 式 的 錶 之 前 ， 你 有
无 同 人 討 論 過 或 者 參 改 過 任 何 資 料 你 ？ （ 重 有 无
其 他 的 資 料 呢 ？ （ 最 多 三 個 ） ） 。
8 ） 你 以 前 有 无 戴 過 呢 雙 牌 子 嘅 錶 呢 ？
（ 如 果 有 ， 係 唔 係 就 係 對 上 個 雙 錶 呢 ？ ）
9 ） 你 大 約 幾 多 歲 呢 ？
10 ） 請 問 你 / 你 家 長 / 你 先 生 做 盛 行 ？
11 ） 請 問 你 / 你 家 長 / 你 先 生 嘅 教 育 程 度 係 點 ？
12 ） 同 香 港 其 他 家 庭 作 比 較 ， 你 家 庭 的 收 入 會 係
非 常 低 ， 低 ， 普 通 ， 高 ， 定 係 非 常 高 呢 ？
APPENDIX V I
METHOD OF COMPUTING SOCIAL CLASS POSITION
OCCUPATION SCALE
SCALE SCORE FACTOR
No. 1 Executives and proprietors of large concerns
and major professionals
No. 2 Managers and propietors of medium concerns and
minor professionals
No. 3 Administrative personnel of large concerns,
owers of small independent businesses, and
semi-professionals
No. 4 Clerical workers, sales workers, and technicians
No. 5 Skilled workers
No. 6 Semiskilled workers
No. 7 Unskilled workers
EDUCATIONAL SCALE
FACTORSCALE SCORE
No. 1 Graduate professional training (persons who had
completed a recognised course which led to
the receipt of a graduate degree)
No. 2 Standard college or university graduation
(individuals who had completed a four-year
college or university course leading to a
recognized college degree)
No. 3 Partial college training (individuals who had
completed at least one year but not a full
college course)
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No. 4 High-school graduation (all secondary-school
graduates, whether from a private preparatory
school, public high school, trace school or
parachial high school)
No. 5 Partial high school (individuals who had com-
pleted the tenth or eleventh grade but not the
entire high-school course)
No. 6 Junior high school (individuals who had completed
the seventh, eighth or ninth grades)
No. 7 Less than seven years of school (individuals who
had completed less than seven grades irr es-
pective of the amount of education received).
FACTOR SCALE SCORE FACTOR WEIGHT SCORE x WEIGH T
7xOCCUPATION (x) 7
EDUCATION 4(Y) + 4y









Source: Gano S. Evans, "How a Shopping Center Can Use Survey
Research in Its Trading Area", International
Council of Shopping Centers, Inc., 1970, p.5.
IV
1香 港 購 錶 者 的 行 為 模 式 廖 金 康
建 立 模 式 是 一 種 把 複 雜 的 研 究 資 料 總 結 為 簡
單 圖 形 的 技 巧 。 婁 這 種 技 巧 被 運 用 到 市 場 研 究 方 面 時 ， 管
理 人 員 就 能 夠 獲 得 此 應 用 簡 單 技 巧 更 為 有 用 的 資 料 ， 以 助
決 策 。
在 本 論 文 中 ， 作 者 嘗 試 把 建 立 模 式 的 技 巧 應 用 在
香 港 手 錶 銷 售 方 面 ， 以 便 用 實 例 來 具 體 說 明 這 項 技 巧 怎 樣
能 夠 幫 助 管 理 人 員 更 好 地 了 解 其 顧 客 ， 從 而 決 定 更 好 的 銷
售 策 略 。
2首 先 ， 作 者 選 擇 了 二 類 手 錶 消 費 者 以 為 抽 樣 調 查
的 對 象 。 第 一 類 是 本 港 居 民 ， 第 二 類 是 西 方 遊 客 。 然 後 ，
作 者 利 用 相 同 的 問 卷 來 訪 問 每 一 個 調 查 對 象 ， 籍 以 獲 得 五
種 變 數 的 數 據 。 這 些 變 數 就 是 侯 活 與 斯 傳 Hacuand & SReth
消 費 者 行 為 模 式 的 外 界 變 數 、 輸 入 變 數 、 知 覺 變 數 、 學 習
變 數 與 輸 出 變 數 。
作 者 在 分 析 調 查 結 果 後 ， 發 覺 很 多 重 要 資 料 並 不
能 從 消 費 者 調 查 中 獲 得 ， 要 得 到 良 好 的 成 績 就 必 須 輔 以 廣
泛 的 零 售 商 訪 問 。 一 般 來 說 ， 這 一 點 並 非 建 立 模 式 必 經 的
步 驟 ， 祇 是 本 港 手 錶 行 業 的 特 色 使 然 。
3經 過 一 段 相 當 長 時 期 的 調 查 研 究 和 資 料 分 析 後 ，
作 者 觀 察 到 很 多 有 趣 的 現 象 。 這 些 現 象 經 過 整 理 後 ， 被 總
結 為 四 個 模 式 。 其 中 二 個 是 流 程 圖 ， 另 外 二 個 則 是 依 照 詹
士 恩 哥
Janues F Enget 理 論 所 建 立 的 決 策 模 式 ， 下 面 詳 細 介
紹 。
第 一 個 模 式 為 手 錶 進 出 本 港 的 流 程 圖 。 作 者 發 現
供 應 手 錶 給 本 港 的 國 家 主 要 是 瑞 士 和 日 本 ， 前 者 佔 市 場 百
分 之 五 十 五 ， 後 者 佔 市 場 百 分 之 三 十 五 ， 其 他 國 家 則 微 不
足 道 。
手 錶 進 入 本 港 後 ， 有 百 分 之 七 十 五 被 走 私 到 日 本
4、 東 南 亞 、 南 亞 大 陸 及 中 東 等 地 區 ， 有 百 分 之 十 被 合 法 轉
口 ， 餘 者 則 由 本 港 居 民 及 遊 客 各 購 一 半 左 右 。
第 二 個 模 式 為 手 錶 在 本 港 市 場 銷 售 的 流 程 圖 。 作
者 發 現 供 本 銷 的 手 錶 進 入 香 港 後 ， 全 部 是 通 過 三 十 三 個 代
理 商 、 五 百 九 十 五 個 零 售 商 及 五 個 代 理 兼 零 售 商 來 銷 售 的
， 這 些 商 人 絕 大 部 份 是 專 業 性 的 。 這 種 銷 售 途 徑 可 以 說 是
傳 統 式 的 。
另 一 方 面 ， 作 者 發 現 本 港 手 錶 市 場 有 二 個 特 殊 現
象 ， 那 就 是 舊 錶 翻 新 和 贗 牌 名 錶 。 這 些 手 錶 的 數
量 雖 然 相 當 少 ， 但 是 問 題 則 比 較 突 出 。 前 者 以 本 港 居 民 為
5銷 售 對 象 ， 為 害 量 不 太 大 。 後 者 則 以 遊 客 為 對 象 ， 直 接 影
響 本 港 旅 遊 業 的 聲 譽 ， 近 期 則 更 引 起 國 際 刑 警 的 注 視 ， 問
題 不 可 謂 不 大 。
第 三 個 模 式 為 本 港 居 民 購 買 手 錶 的 決 策 模 式 。 作
者 發 現 百 分 之 八 十 四 被 訪 問 的 本 港 居 民 的 購 買 三 百 元 以 下
的 低 價 錶 ， 祇 有 百 分 之 十 六 購 買 三 百 元 至 一 千 元 的 中 價 錶
。
用 途 方 面 ， 本 港 居 民 購 錶 主 要 是 自 用 。 百 分 之 五
十 五 的 被 訪 問 者 表 示 購 買 新 錶 是 為 了 替 換 已 經 舊 了 的 手 錶
， 百 分 之 十 八 是 為 了 送 禮 ， 百 分 之 十 三 是 第 一 次 購 錶 應 用
6， 百 分 之 十 一 是 因 為 貪 圖 新 錶 的 款 式 美 觀 而 增 購 。
對 於 所 購 買 的 手 錶 ， 百 分 之 八 十 四 的 消 費 者 都 已
有 了 認 識 或 佩 戴 經 驗 。 他 們 能 夠 對 廣 告 與 實 物 同 樣 產 生 反
應 。 有 百 分 之 四 十 四 的 消 費 者 在 進 入 商 店 前 已 經 決 定 所 想
購 買 的 手 錶 了 ， 這 就 是 依 靠 經 驗 及 廣 告 來 作 決 策 。 另 有 百
分 之 四 十 七 的 消 費 者 是 在 商 店 內 作 出 決 定 的 ， 這 時 手 錶 本
身 的 吸 引 力 、 售 貨 員 的 話 語 等 均 對 消 費 者 的 決 策 產 生 影 響
　 影 響 本 港 居 民 決 定 購 買 那 一 雙 手 錶 的 因 素 ， 以 款
式 最 為 重 要 。 百 分 之 六 十 九 的 被 訪 問 者 均 表 示 注 重 款 式 ，
百 分 之 十 四 的 消 費 者 注 重 價 錢 ， 百 分 之 十 一 則 注 重 牌 子 是
7否 夠 响 亮 。
最 後 ， 作 者 發 現 大 部 分 本 港 購 錶 者 都 選 擇 熟 悉 的
商 店 來 購 買 。 這 點 顯 示 在 本 港 推 銷 手 錶 時 ， 代 理 商 應 該 通
過 聲 譽 良 好 、 經 驗 豐 富 的 零 售 商 來 進 行 。
第 四 個 模 式 為 遊 客 購 買 手 錶 的 決 策 模 式 。 作 者 發
現 百 分 之 五 十 四 被 訪 問 的 遊 客 表 示 購 買 三 百 元 以 下 的 低 價
錶 ， 百 分 之 三 十 七 購 買 三 百 元 至 一 千 元 的 中 價 錶 ， 更 有 百
分 之 十 購 買 一 千 元 以 上 的 高 價 錶 。 相 形 之 下 ， 本 港 居 民 所
購 買 的 手 錶 則 明 顯 地 屬 於 低 價 一 類 。
購 錶 原 因 方 面 ， 百 分 之 七 十 的 被 訪 問 遊 客 表 示 是
8因 為 本 港 手 錶 比 較 便 宜 ， 百 分 之 十 是 偶 發 行 為 ， 餘 者 為 其
他 種 種 原 因 。
對 於 所 購 的 手 錶 ， 百 分 之 六 十 六 的 被 訪 問 遊 客 並
無 任 何 經 驗 ， 因 此 他 們 需 要 大 量 資 料 來 幫 助 決 策 。 百 分 之
四 十 三 表 示 曾 經 參 改 廣 告 、 百 分 之 四 十 曾 詢 問 朋 友 的 意 見
。
決 策 地 點 方 面 ， 有 百 分 之 七 十 三 的 被 訪 問 遊 客 表
示 他 們 在 進 入 零 售 商 店 時 已 經 決 定 所 想 購 買 的 手 錶 ， 百 分
之 十 表 示 他 們 的 決 定 因 商 店 的 影 响 而 改 變 ， 祇 有 百 分 之 十
七 表 示 毫 無 計 劃
9幫 助 遊 客 決 定 購 買 那 一 雙 手 錶 的 因 素 ， 亦 以 款 式
為 主 。 百 分 之 六 十 七 的 被 訪 問 遊 客 均 表 示 注 重 款 式 ， 百 分
之 三 十 三 注 重 質 素 ， 另 有 百 分 之 十 七 注 重 牌 子 的 好 壞 。
以 上 作 者 建 立 了 四 個 有 關 本 港 手 錶 銷 售 的 模 式 ，
也 顯 示 了 模 式 如 何 幫 助 獲 得 更 有 用 的 決 策 資 料 。 作 者 希 望
把 這 項 技 巧 介 紹 給 市 場 研 究 工 作 者 ， 以 便 他 們 更 能 幫 助 忙
碌 的 管 理 人 員 有 誑 地 掌 握 研 究 結 果 。


